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Astronomers discover first nearby protogalaxy
Astronomers from Arecibo Observatory
and Cornell have discovered a "ghost of a
galaxy," a gigantic, slowly rotating hydrogen cloud that has changed little since
shortly after the beginning of the universe.
They say the rarefied cloud's existence
— in a general region containing many
other galaxies — shows that galaxies could
have formed from clouds of gas throughout
the history of the universe and not only in
some early epoch. All galaxies have formed
from such hydrogen clouds that gradually
condensed to form stars and planets. A
typical galaxy contains 10 billion to a
hundred billion stars.
The cloud is some four quintillion miles
(652,000 light-years) across and about 384
quintillion miles (65 million light-years)
from Earth. While the cloud has a diameter
about 10 times larger than that of our own
galaxy, the Milky Way, it is only about onetenth the mass, or about 21 billion times the
mass of the sun, the astronomers report.
Its discovery, by astronomers Riccardo
Giovanelli and Martha Haynes at the 1000foot radio telescope of the National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center in Arecibo,
Puerto Rico, will be reported in an upcoming issue of The Astrophysical Journal (Letters). Giovanelli is head of the Arecibo Radio Astronomy Group and an adjunct professor of astronomy at Cornell; Haynes is a
Cornell associate professor of astronomy.
The National Astronomy and Ionosphere
Center is a research institution operated by
the university for the National Science
Foundation.
The cloud does not glow in visible light,
the scientists found when they examined existing optical surveys of the sky. Emission
of visible light would mean that parts of the
cloud had collapsed into stars. The cloud

Chris Hildreth

Martha Haynes and Riccardo Giovanelli examine data from the Arecibo radiotelescope on the gigantic cloud of hydrogen they discovered 65 million light-years
from Earth.

appears to emit only radio waves, which is
why the radio telescope at Arecibo was able
to detect it.
"Other extended, gaseous objects have
been discovered before, but always closely
associated with existing galaxies," Giovanelli said. "However, this cloud seems to
have formed independently, in a pocket of
space isolated from other galaxies. Such

NASA tabs Cornell to help
promote interest in space
Cornell has been chosen by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to become a Space Grant College — pan of a nationwide program to
encourage young people to enter spacerelated careers.
Last week, NASA announced that
Cornell and its partner, Clarkson University, will be one of 17 universities
and consortia to receive $1.07 million
each in NASA funds over the next five
years.
The grant, to be matched by at least
$975,000 in corporate funding, will finance fellowships, research assistantships, workshops and lectures designed
to interest students in science and engineering careers related to space. Cornell will support the program by providing a portion of the cost of graduate student fellowships.
"If the U.S is to maintain its leadership in space exploration, we must bring
a new generation of talented young
people into space-related fields of science and technology," said Professor of
Astronomy Peter Gierasch, director of
the Cornell Center for Radiophysics and
Space Research and principal investigator for the university's Space Grant Pro-

gram.
"It's our belief, based on observations over the past 20 years, that the very
best and most talented young people are
not choosing space-related fields to the
extent that they did in the past.
"NASA's Space Grant Program
meets a critical need in U.S. universities
to show promising students the excitement of space-related careers. If we can
attract some of the extraordinarily bright
science and engineering students at Cornell into space careers, we will have
contributed significantly to the country's
scientific and economic future."
The Cornell program will include
Space Grant Fellowships for graduate
students, summer research jobs for
undergraduates from around the country,
part-time research positions for Cornell
undergraduates during the school year,
workshops on space science and engineering for corporate participants, lecture programs for high school teachers
and Cornell undergraduates, and a special library and computer facility for
program participants.
Gierasch said that important in the
university's selection were Cornell asContinued on page 4

isolation is the key to its significance.
"Before stumbling into this thing, neither
I nor Martha were great believers in the existence of such objects," Giovanelli said,
"but this cloud indicates that the disks of
galaxies can form slowly throughout the
history of the universe and not just be something that happened during some magic period in the distant past,"

The two astronomers discovered the
cloud serendipitously, while aiming the
Arecibo antenna at a supposedly blank
patch of sky south of the Virgo cluster of
galaxies, to calibrate the instrument. Upon
confirming of the signal and verifying that
its origin was not man-made interference,
they proceeded to map its source. They did
so by measuring the intensity of the radio
emission at many contiguous points on the
sky.
They discovered that the roughly elliptical cloud consists of a diffuse envelope surrounding two large clumps of gas that may
be merging. The cloud is rotating so slowly
that one revolution at its periphery would
take approximately 10 billion years, which
is close to the age of the universe.
"Whether this cloud will remain the
ghost of a galaxy, or will eventually shrink
and begin to form stars, we don't know,"
Giovanelli said. "The density of the gas is
so low that I would be surprised if we find
star formation to have already occurred.
But we like being surprised." The astronomers plan to study the cloud in detail using
powerful optical telescopes to detect any
evidence of starlight
According to Giovanelli, the discovery
ties well with other astronomical puzzles,
such as the findings of astronomer Arthur
Wolfe. A few years ago, Wolfe, then at the
University of Pittsburgh, and his colleagues
found that the way light from distant quasars was absorbed by intervening galaxies
required that the young galaxies be endowed with very large gaseous disks. This
suggestion is confirmed by the large size of
the protogalaxy discovered at Arecibo.
Wolfe is now at the University of California
at San Diego.
—Dennis Meredith

University launches review
of 6,000 job classifications
The university is launching a review of
more than 6,000 university jobs "to assure
fairness and clarity in Cornell's classification of jobs . . . and to provide employees a
clear, up-to-date description of career
paths."
The project was announced last week in
a letter from Provost Maiden C. Nesheim
and Senior Vice President James E. Morley
Jr.
"We should emphasize that these will
not be performance reviews," Nesheim and
Morley said in the letter to all affected employees.
"The study is not designed to check on
how well individuals do their jobs," but
rather to generate an accurate inventory of
those jobs.
"Such an inventory hasn't been taken at
Cornell for 10 years, during which time the
university and technology have changed
significantly," their letter said.
"As a result, new skills are required for
some positions, some job descriptions have
become outdated, and relationships among
positions have shifted."
The review will cover both exempt and
non-exempt positions and will begin "early
in the fall" with exempt positions "to make
sure that most supervisors have gone
through the process themselves and thus
will be better able to discuss the process and
answer questions that other employees may

have."
Exempt employees will be invited to explanatory meetings in September and October, non-exempt, in the spring. Although
the job reviews will be conducted over
many months, all changes will be implemented at the same time, Nesheim and Morley explained.
At the employee meetings, the overall
project will be discussed along with a questionnaire that all participants will fill out
The questionnaire will provide the employee's own definition of his or her job.
That definition will be reviewed by the
superviser. After that, the whole process
will be reviewed by the Office of Human
Resources working with an outside consulting firm.
"Some job positions may go up and others may be identified as downgrades," said
Human Resources Director Lee Snyder.
"But no one will receive a downgrade or cut
in salary if a position is so identified." With
upgraded positions, there will be upward
pay adjustments, a matter Nesheim and
Morley said would be elaborated on later in
the process.
Excluded from the review will be academic positions and the approximately
1,000 jobs covered by collective-bargaining
agreements.
Throughout the project, Cornell is being
Continued on page 4
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BRIEFS
• Breakfast with Rhodes: There are a limited number of openings available for students to have breakfast with President Frank
H.T. Rhodes. Those interested are invited
to call his office at 255-5201 to make a reservation. The breakfasts will be held from
7:30 to 8:30 sun. on Sept 22 in Willard
Straight Hall (The Elmhirst Room); Nov. 7
in Robert Purcell Dining (South Dining
Room) and Nov. 29 in Noyes Student Dining (The Loft). Reservations are made on a
first-come, first-served basis, and those with
reservations will be reminded by mail a few
days in advance.
• Garage closed: The Parking Garage adjacent to Schoellkopf Field will be closed to
reseal the parking surface on two consecutive weekends: Sept. 9 and 10 and Sept 16
and 17. All cars must be out of the upper
levels of the garage by 5 p.m on both Fridays preceding the weekends.
• H permit parking: All-day parking for H
permit holders is now limited to the Parking
Garage. Parking in the Phillips and LynahTeagle lots, where H permits had been permitted, is now exclusively for visitor parking designated by red parking signs.
• Named to Cuomo task force: JoAnn
Basgall, a psychotherapist in Cornell's Psychological Services, has been named by
Gov. Mario Cuomo to his task force on the
crimes of rape and sexual assault The task
force is scheduled to submit preliminary
findings andrecommendationsto the governor by Nov. 15 on ways to improve society's response to victims' needs through law
enforcement, support services and public
education. The final recommendations are
due by March 31,1990.
• CPR and First Aid Courses: The American Red Cross will conduct 13 separate
four-hour and eight-hour courses in cardiopulmonary resuscitation or first aid for faculty and staff at Robert Purcell Union dur-

ing September, October and November.
The courses, which cost $35 and $25 per
person, are scheduled through university departments. Interested individuals should
have their departments contact the Red
Cross at 273-1900. The first course, Standard First Aid, is scheduled for Sept 12 and
19. An adult CPR course will be given
Sept 14.

vision's hour-long documentary, "The
Southern Tien Help Wanted." Vernon
Briggs, ILR School professor of labor economics and former chairman of the White
House Council on Employment Policy, will
be among those interviewed during the
documentary, to be aired at 8 p.m.today
over Channel 46, Binghamton, local cable
Channel 8.

• Blue ribbon: Three Cornell faculty have
received the Blue Ribbon Award for an outstanding entry in the 1989 education competition" sponsored by the American Society of Agricultural Engineers. They were
cited for producing an 88-page Cooperative
Extension booklet titled "Farming Alternatives: a Guide to Evaluating the Feasibility
of New Farm-based Enterprises," published
through Cornell's Farming Alternatives
Project The recipients were Nancy Gruden
Schuck, education director of the project;
Wayne Knoblauch, associate professor of
agricultural economics; and Judy Green,
coordinator of the Farming Alternatives
Project Also a recipient of the ribbon was
another collaborator in producing the booklet: Mary Saylor, associate professor of extension education at Pennsylvania State
University.

• New Medical College controller Craig
Carmichel has been named controller of the
Cornell Medical College in New York City.
He came to the Medical College from the
New York City accounting firm of Coopers
& Lybrand CPAs, where he was senior audit manager.

• Info on new accounting statements: Sessions to review the new accounting statements recently distributed by the Statutory
Finance and Business Service Office and
the Endowed Accounting Office are scheduled from 10 a m to noon in Room 401 of
Warren Hall, on Monday and Tuesday,
Sept 11 and 12, and on Thursday, Sept 21.
Endowed and statutory employees wishing
to sign up for one of the information and
review sessions should contact Amy Hoyt at
255-6240.
• The Southern Tier's economy: That
there are more jobs in the Southern Tier
man people to fill them is one of the key
issues to be explored in WSKG Public Tele-

• Tarr named: Curtis W. Tarr, former
dean of and now a professor in the Johnson
Graduate School of Management, has been
elected to the board of trustees of The
American College in Bryn Mawr, Pa. Established in 1927, the college is the nation's
oldest largest and only accredited academic
institution offering programs leading to professional designations as Chartered Life
Underwriter (CLU) and Chartered Financial
Consultant (ChFC) and master's degrees in
financial services and management
• Apartments available: The AD. White
Professors-at-Large Program houses its
guests in two apartments in Sage Hall that
are set aside for this purpose. These apartments occasionally can be made available to
other university guests, including official
guests of the university, personal guests of
faculty or staff and alumni. For more information, call Gerri Jones at 255-0832.
• Women's coach: Julie Shumaker, an assistant women's basketball coach at
Bloomsburg University for the past three
years, assumed new duties as assistant
women's basketball coach here on Aug. 14,
replacing Elizabeth Feeley, who has left
Cornell for a position at Holy Cross.

• TC3 students at Cornell: Graduates of
Tompkins Cortland Community College
with a 3.0 or better average and the prerequisite courses are now guaranteed acceptance into at least 10 degree programs at
Cornell's New York State College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, based on a recent
agreement between the two institutions. A
similar agreement was made in the spring
between TC3 and the College of Human
Ecology. TC3 students are also eligible to
transfer to other areas of study within the
two colleges and the other colleges and
schools on campus as competitive transfer
applicants.
• Manager of The Henry: Stephen Quick,
now a candidate for a master's degree in the
School of Hotel Administration and former
assistant director of Willard Straight Hall,
has been named student manager of The
Henry, the center for graduate and professional students on campus, located in Sage
Hall.
• Drug plan reimbursement available:
Statutory employees who had prescriptions
filled under the New York State Prescription Drug Program between Jan. 1 and Feb.
28 before they had received their new Employee Benefit Card for 1989, can obtain
full reimbursement under the criteria of the
Empire Plan for those expenses. The filing
deadline for the special reimbursement is
Sept 30. For more details, contact Nancy
Zinzola, in the business and financial office,
at 255-7995.
• Lyme disease center: A center for the detection and treatment of Lyme disease, a
bacterial infection carried by ticks, has been
established at The New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center in New York City. The
center is located in Room HT-360 of the
Helmsley Medical Tower at 505 East 70th
St For appointments for adults, call (212)
746-4720; for appointments for pediatric
patients, call (212) 746-3310.

NOTABLES
Two computer programs developed at
Cornell are among 14 from some 200 entries nationwide to receive "Best Awards"
from the National Center for Research to
Improve Postsecondary Teaching and
Learning at the University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor. A software program developed
in the Department of Agricultural and Biological Engineering and titled "MacPoisson:
Instructional Finite Element Analysis for
Solving Poisson's Equation with the Macintosh," received the Best Engineering Software Award. The program, intended for
advanced undergraduate and beginning
graduate students, was developed by Professor J. Robert Cooke, Senior Applications
Programer E. Theodore Sobel, and D.C.
Davis, a former visiting professor here and
now on the faculty at Washington State
University. The Best Biology Software
Award went to a program titled "A Tutorial
in Recombinant DNA Technology." The
software, aimed at undergraduate students

and the general public, was developed by
Marcia Cordts, a senior research associate
in microbiology, in collaboration with
Ronald Beloin, a research support specialist
in the Ecosystems Research Center, and
Professor of Biochemistry Jane Gibson.
Andre T. Jagendorf, the Liberty Hyde
Bailey Professor of Plant Physiology, has
been cited by the American Society of Plant
Physiologists for his pioneering studies on
the energy process in photosynthesis.
Jagendorf received the ASPP's Charles Reid
Barnes Life Membership Award on July 31
in Toronto at the joint meeting of the
American and Canadian societies of plant
physiologists. The international organization includes some 5,000 members. The
Barnes Life Membership is the 75-year-old
American society's oldest award and is reserved for "a plant physiologist who has
produced an excellent body of work during
the course of his or her career." The ASPP's
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citation listed several contributions made by
Jagendorf, including reaching an understanding of the complex mechanism of
phosphorylation, which underlies all energy
transfer in plants.
Michael P. Steinberg, assistant professor of European intellectual history, has
been awarded a 1989 American Council of
Learned Societies Fellowship for up to one
year of postdoctoral research. He is one of
58 scholars selected from among 779 applicants nationwide for the fellowships which
are for study in humanities and related social sciences. Steinberg's research project
is titled "Walter Benjamin's Paris: Toward a
negative aesthetics of history." The program is supported in part by funding from
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the
National Endowment for the Humanities.
As president of the International Association of Milk, Food and Environmental

Smoked chicken's
pink color is OK,
Cornell expert says
Smoked chicken is fully cooked despite
its pink or red color and poses no health
hazard, a Cornell food scientist is assuring
consumers.
"There is no cause for alarm" over the
color of smoked chicken, a new ready-to-eat
poultry item now appearing on the market
according to Robert C. Baker, an expert on
poultry products in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. "Smoked chicken
should be pink or red in color just like cured
ham or bacon.
"Some consumers who have purchased
smoked chicken appear to be alarmed because the thigh and drumstick meat has a
reddish color and the breast meat has a
light-pink color. They feel that the meat has
not been cooked properly," he added.
The nitrites added to preserve smoked
chicken are what causes the meat to turn
pink or red, said Baker.

Sanitarians, Robert B. Gravani, associate
professor of food science, presided over the
organization's 76th annual meeting Aug.
13-17 in Kansas City, Mo. More than 1,000
persons attended various sessions which included 120 speakers. There are 4,500 members in IAMFES.
Professor of Chinese literatures Tsu-lin
Mei and anthropology graduate student
Avon A. Boretz have been awarded research fellowships by the American Council
of Learned Societies and the Social Science
Research Council. They are among H
scholars nationwide to received funding for
research on aspects of Chinese culture.
Professor of extension education Robert
L. Bruce has been elected vice chairman of
the Tompkins Cortland Community College
Board of Trustees for 1989-90. Bruce has
been a member of the board since 1980. He
also served on the board in 1970-75.

Barton Blotter:

17 thefts reported
There were 17 thefts reported on campus
with losses in cash and valuables of $1,942,
according to the morning reports of the Department of Public Safety for Aug. 28
through Sept 3.
Some $670 dollars in cash was reported
stolen in seven thefts of wallets and a purse
on campus.
One reported cash theft was of $300
taken from a purse in the Robert Purcell Union dining hall.
Also reported stolen were a $775 racing
bicycle and accessories burglarized from
660 Stewart Ave.
One person was referred to the judicial
administrator for possession of stolen property and another person was arrested for
criminal possession of a forged driver's license.
Computerized copies of the most current
safety report may be called up on CUINFO
under the title SAFETY. CUINFO terminals
are located throughout campus.
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'American Festival' will open Theatre Arts Center
Cornell will inaugurate its Center for
Theatre Arts with an 11-day "American
Festival" that will be a statement about the
arts and culture and a university's role in
both.
The heart of the festival will be a round
of performances by 10 groups rooted in African-American, Hispanic, Appalachian,
American Indian, Asian and Jewish culture,
as well as a company of senior-citizen dancers, some in their 80s. From Sept 20
through 24, they will share the four performance spaces of the James Stirling-designed center, which was completed last
year but is presenting the festival as its theatrical opening.
The artists also will join discussions on
and off campus, present abbreviated pieces
in local schools and community centers, and
travel as far as 200 miles from Ithaca during
the festival's full span — from Sept. 17
through 27.
"Theater can help rebuild the sense of
community that so many people feel the
loss of today," said Bruce Levitt, chairman
of the Theatre Arts Department. "An
American Festival is our affirmation that the
arts can help revive a common spirit by exalting the full spectrum of the nation's ethnic diversity — the songs, legends, fears,
hopes and traditions that make our culture
rich."
Levitt said the choice of the festival
rather than a more traditional premiere reflects the theater arts faculty's considered
philosophy.
"Besides teaching undergraduates the
arts and techniques of theater and dance, we
believe the arts should build bridges within
our fast-changing and fragmented world,"
Levitt said. "The theater and the universities that care about it today must confront
some profound questions for the humanities: What is culture? How do we construct,
transmit and receive it? Whom does it
serve?
"At Cornell, we've reached a consensus
that the theater arts should contribute to a
new, inclusive canon that is vibrant with our
polyethnic, polyglot traditions."
The American Festival Project is a looseknit group of regional theater, dance and
music companies representing ethnic corn-

Urban Bush Women, which fuses modern dance and theater with African dance, will perform Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 23
and 24, at the Center for Theatre Arts as part of "An American Festival."
munities from around the nation. It is
funded by the National Endowment for the
Arts, the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations,
the Lila Wallace-Readers Digest Fund and
the Gannett Foundation. The Cornell festival will be the largest gathering of festival
groups for one occasion.
Participants include:
• John O'Neal, creator of and actor in
three plays featuring Junebug Jabbo Jones, a
mythical southern black character whose
sharp wit and wisdom helped illuminate African-American culture and mainstream society as welL
• The Roadside Theater, whose actors
and musicians are natives of the central Appalachian Mountains, bases its original
works on oral histories and ballads of that
region.
• El Teatro de la Esperanza, which does

works drawing on Latin-American traditions, and Francisco Gonzalez y Su Conjunto builds especially on a Mexican and
Chicano tradition.
• Urban Bush Women, which fuses modern dance and theater with African dance.
• Jessica Hagedorn and Company, which
draws on her Philippine roots for her theatrical work.
• R. Carlos Nakai, whose roots are Navajo and Ute and who adapts traditional native American music.
• Robbie McCauley and Company,
which produces multimedia pieces examining African-American life and traditions.
• A Traveling Jewish Theater, which
builds on Jewish myths and literature to examine how people preserve their heritage.
• Liz Lerman and the Dance Exchange,
which pursues artistic exploration and com-

munity involvement and which includes a
senior-citizen company called Dancers of
the Third Age.
"The vision of each group is distinctive,
but they all come out of a community tradition that entails examining their own roots
—historical and aesthetic," said Sally
Banes, a professor of dance history who
helped organize the festival. "They all
speak to the community they arise from but,
as part of 'An American Festival,' they are
also committed to communicating with the
wider world.
"The last thing I want to suggest is didactic 'messages,' " Banes added. "What
finally makes the festival vibrant and fun is
that all the works have the finish of art
They refine individual traditions into theater
that touches all of us."
— Sam Segal

Student Agencies provides practical management experience

Charles Harrington

Student Agencies Inc. leaders (from left) Paul Rudick, Traci Nagle, Denlse Lauwens
and Michael Karangelen with some of the items they offer for rent.

When the fire alarm sounds in the middle
of the night at Rulloff s restaurant in Collegetown, Michael Karangelen, the landlord, is summoned out in his pajamas to join
the firemen.
When Rebop Records suffers a plumbing
leak or an apartment tenant has no heat, the
calls come to Traci Nagle, property manager for Karangelen's company.
But Karangelen and Nagle are cheerful
about the burdens of owning the "Boardwalk and Park Place" of CoUegetown. Abusive calls and late-night false alarms are
learning experiences, for they are Cornell
students whose "company," Student Agencies Inc., was founded in 1894 and is believed to be the oldest continuing all-student
company in America.
The company, with corporate assets of
more than $4 million and annual revenues
of $1 million, owns the first two buildings
on the CoUegetown side of the arched stone
bridge that spans a gorge between the campus and the thriving community that grew
up around student residential and commercial needs. Commercial tenants include two
landmark restaurants, a record store, a bagel
store and 17 apartments housing 41 students.
Not only is there no supervision from, or
tie with, Cornell, but the university is actually a paying tenant of the student agency.
The better part of three floors of the company's new, $2.2 million headquarters
building is leased to the Theory Center, one
of five national supercomputer centers.
The Theory Center, whose permanent,
$35 million Theory Center/Engineering
building is under construction across the
gorge on campus, uses the space for administrative functions and training and also provides computer terminals from which researchers can gain remote access to the supercomputer.
"It's unique to be 21 years old and run a
corporation with $1 million in revenue,"
said Karangelen, the company president and
a student in the Johnson Graduate School of
Management.
But "I have to work doubly hard at being
accepted as a professional," he added. Al-

though the apartments and stores are real
enough, some tenants don't quite take student-landlords seriously.
Paul Rudick, the company's vice president and a senior in the School of Hotel
Administration, said parents of apartment
tenants are most likely to be patronizing.
"In fact, we get bullied a little by parents," Rudick noted. "Even though we
work strictly on contracts and it's very clear
what tenants get or don't get, parents will
say their kids should get a new bed or lower
rent — something they probably wouldn't
try with older landlords."
Despite these minor difficulties, Student
Agencies' properties have generated significant income since the company first invested in real estate in 1933. Today, the
properties produce about 60 percent of Student Agencies' annual revenue. The 14
businesses owned by Student Agencies contribute the rest, along with two affiliates
sponsored by the Student Agencies Venture
Fund in return for a partnership interest
One of those businesses, Cutting Edge
Computers, did so well renting computers
locally that its founders went nationwide
and sold the Ithaca incubator to new Cornell
students.
The student-managed businesses rent
graduation caps and gowns and tuxedos,
video-cassette recorders, refrigerators, microwave ovens and fans. Others sell carpets, class rings and travel packages, while
still more offer typing, storage, photography
and custom publishing services.
Student Agencies employs about 200
students, but it is the 14 managers of the
separate businesses who are given serious
responsibilities. It is the managers whose
bonuses are based on revenues and who,
with their salaries, can pay for a entire
year's education, and who tend to find future work in leading financial companies or
positions at leading graduate schools.
Alumni managers of Student Agencies businesses have included Frank Gannett,
founder of Gannett Communications, and
Willis Carrier, founder and president of the
Carrier Corp.
—5am Segal
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CALENDAR
All items for the calendar should
be submitted (typewritten, double
spaced) by eampns mall, V.S. mail or
to person to ,)faann« Hanavan,
Chronicle Calendar, Cornell News
Strvlee, Vtftage Gr« rt, #40 Hanshaw
Road, Ithaca. NY 14850.
Notices should be sent to arrive 19
days prior to publication and should
Include the name and telephone
number of a person who can be
called if there are questions.
Notices should also include the
subheading of the calendar in which
the item should appear.

"Trinity," a sculpture by Stiles Thissell, is on
view in the museum's Sculpture Court. The
work, created in 1986, is composed of welded
steel, painted white.
Hartell Gallery
Paintings by Pat Sutton, Sept. 10 through
Sept. 16. The gallery is in Sibley Dome and is
open Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Olin and Uris Libraries
"A Celebration of Theatre," featuring costume sketches, stage act models and photographs
from the Shaw Festival at Niagara-on-the-Lake,
together with playbills, programs and rare works
from Cornell Libraries collections, Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., through Oct. 4.

Monday, 9/11
"Man of Marble" (1976), directed by Andrzej
Wajda, with Krystyna Janda and Jerzy Radziwillowikz, 7:30 p.m., Uris.*
Tuesday, 9/12
"84 Charlie Mopic" (1989). directed by Patrick Duncan, with Jonathan Emerson and Nicholas Cascone, 7:15 p.m., Uris.*
"Pet Sematary," 9:30 p.m., Uris.*
Wednesday, 9/13
"The Philadelphia Story" (1940), directed by
George Cukor, with Katharine Hepburn, Cary
Grant and James Stewart, 7 p.m., Uris.*
"Say Anything" (1989), directed by Cameron
Crowe, with John Cusack, lone Skye and John
Mahoney, 9:30 p.m., Uris.*
Thursday, 9/14
"Twentieth Century" (1934), directed by
Howard Hawks, with John Barrymore, Carole
Lombard, Roscoe Karns and Walter Connolly,
7:30 p.m., Uris.
"Say Anything," 9:30 p.m., Uris.*

Cornell International Folkdancers
All events are open to the Cornell Community and general public. Admission is free, unless stated otherwise. For further information,
call 257-3156.
Review of beginners night dances and requests, Sept. 10, 7:30 to 10 p.m.. North Room,
Willard Straight Hall.
Israeli Folkdancing
Every Thursday evening, 8:30 p.m., in the
Edwards Room, Anabel Taylor Hall.

EXHIBITS
Johnson Art Museum
The Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art, on
the corner of University and Central avenues, is
open Tuesday through Sunday from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. Admission is free. Telephone: 2556464.
"Sticks: Historical and Contemporary Kentucky Canes," an exhibition on view through
Oct. 15, explores the rich cultural heritage of
Kentucky tiirough the folk art of the cane. The
walking sticks incorporate a range of images
and a variety of political and social commentaries, including snakes, bird cages, lizards, Indians and wildcats, and some depict wellknown historical and pop figures such as Abraham Lincoln and Elvis Presley. Held in conjunction with the American Festival, the exhibit is organized by the Center for Theatre
Arts.
"The Art of Zen," on view through Oct. 29,
presents approximately 88 paintings and calligraphy by Japanese monk artists active from
1600 to 1925. This is the first large-scale study
of this important art form, and the works are
drawn from public and private collections
throughout the United States, Europe and Japan.

Cornell astronomers and planetary scientists who participated in the Voyager flyby
of Neptune will discuss early results from
the mission at a colloquium on Thursday,
Sept 7, at 4:30 p m in the Schwartz Auditorium of Rockefeller Hall on campus.
Speakers for "Voyager at Neptune: Preliminary Results from the Flyby" will include:

Films listed below are sponsored by Cornell
Cinema unless otherwise noted. Most Cinema
films cast $3, except for weekend films in Uris
and Statler, which are $4, and are open to the Classics
"The Clouds," by Aristophanes, part of the
public unless otherwise stated. An (*) means
Classics Playreading Series, Sept. 8, 8 p.m.,
admission is charged.
Temple of Zeus, Goldwin Smith Hall.
Thursday, 9/7
"Nanook of the North" (1922), directed by Hi I lei
"A.B. Yonoshua," Dorit Hopp, Sept. 13, 8
Robert Flaherty, sponsored by Pentangle, 7:30
p.m.. Kosher Dining Hall.
p.m., Uris.
"The Milagro Beanfield War" (1988), directed by Robert Redford, with Chick Vennera, Women's Studies Program
Ruben Blades, Sonia Braga and Melanie Griffith,
"Women and Revolution: On Making
sponsored by CUSLAR, 8 p.m., Anabel Taylor.
Choices," Kathleen Cleaver, New York City at"Pet Sematary" (1989), directed by Mary torney and former Black Panther, will speak as
Lambe.t, with Dale Midkiff, Fred Gwynne and part of the 1989-1990 Visiting Scholars Program,
Denise Crosby, 9:30 p.m., Uris.*
Sept. 7, 4:30 p.m., Kaufmann Auditorium, Goldwin Smith.
Friday, 9/8
"A Winter Tan" (1987), directed by Jackie
Burroughs, Louise Clark, John Frizzell, John
Walker and Aerlyn Weissman, with Jackie Burroughs and Erando Gonzalez, 7 p.m., Uris.*
"The Seventh Seal" (1956), directed by Ingmar Bergman, with Max Von Sydow and Bibi
Andersson, 8 p.m., Anabel Taylor.*
"Eight Men Out" (1988), directed by John
Sayles, with John Cusack, Charlie Sheen, Christopher Lloyd, John Sayles and Studs Terkel, 9:15
p.m., Uris.*
Department of Music
"Pet Sematary," midnight, Uris.*
Manhattan Marimba Quartet, Sept. 9, 8:15
p.m., Barnes Hall. The quartet will perform muSaturday, 9/9
sic by Trombely, Reich, Ruyle, Leroy, Levitan
"36 RUette" (1988), directed by Catherine and Pickett.
Breillat, with Delphine Zentout and Etienne
Chicot, 7 p.m., Uris.*
"Celebrating the Bicentennial of the French
"Kind Hearts and Coronets" (1949), directed Revolution," with David Breitman, fortepiano,
by Robert Hamer, with Dennis Price, Alec Guin- will perform works by Haydn, Dussek, Balbastre
ness and Joan Greenwood, 8 p.m., Anabel Tay- and Mozart, Sept. 13, 8:15 p.m., Barnes Hall.
lor.*
"Eight Men Out" (1988), 9:15 p.m., Uris.*
Bound for Glory
"Pet Sematary," midnight, Uris.*
Sandy and Caroline Paton, owners of Folk
Legacy records, with traditional folk music, will
Sunday, 9/10
perform three live sets in the Commons CoffeeUnderground Films of the 60s, includes house, 8:30, 9:30 and 10:30 p.m. on Sept. 10.
"Alone," "The Bed," "Fuses," and Bound for Glory can be heard Sundays from 8 to
"Shmeerguntz," co-sponsored by CCPA, 2 p.m., 11 p.m. on WVBR-FM, 93.5.
Johnson Museum.
"Eight Men Out," 4:30 p.m., Uris.*
"Carrie" (1976), directed by Brian De Palma,
with Sissy Spacek, John Travolta and Nancy Allen, 8 p.m., Uris.*

MUSIC

• Peter J. Gierasch, professor of astronomy. Gierasch is participating in the Voyager infrared spectroscopy experiment His
work concentrates on the data analysis and
theoretical modeling of motions and thermal
structure in planetary atmospheres.
• Philip D. Nicholson, associate profes-

sor of astronomy. Nicholson uses Voyager
data to study the ring systems of the outer
planets.
• Carl Sagan, the David Duncan Professor of Astronomy and Space Sciences and
director of the Laboratory for Planetary
Studies. Sagan is a member of the Imaging
Team, Neptune Operations. His scientific
work includes studies of the production of
organic molecules on the outer planets and
their moons.
•Joseph Veverka, professor of'«astronomy. Veverka, an associate of the Imaging
Team, Neptune Operations, focuses his
studies on the spacecraft images of planets
and their moons.

Catholic
Mass: Saturdays, 5 p.m., Anabel Taylor Auditorium.
Mass: Sundays, 9:30 and 11 a.m., 5 p.m.,
Anabel Taylor Auditorium.
Daily Masses, Monday through Friday,
12:20 p.m., Anabel Taylor Chapel.

Episcopal (Anglican)
Sundays, 9:30 a.m., Anabel Taylor Chapel.

LECTURES

Cornell scientists will discuss
Voyager results this afternoon

Sage Chapel
Pheme Perkins, the Kaneb Visiting Professor of Catholic Studies, will deliver the sermon
on Sept. 10. Services begin at 11 a.m. Music
will be provided by the Sage Chapel choir, under the direction of Donald R.M. Paterson.
Sage is a non-sectarian chapel that fosters dialogue and exploration with and among the major faith traditions.

Christian Science
Testimony Meeting: Thursdays, 7 p.m.,
Anabel Taylor Founders Room.

FILMS
DANCE

RELIGION

Friends (Quakers)
Sundays, 10:30 a.m., Hector Friends Meeting House, about one mile west of Route 96,
on the Perry City Road. Rides leave Anabel
Taylor parking lot at 10 a.m.
Jewish
Morning Minyan: Young Israel House, 106
WestAve. Call 272-5810.
Reform Services: Fridays at 6 p.m., Chapel,
Anabel Taylor Hall.
Conservative/Egalitarian Services: Fridays
at 6 p.m., Saturdays at 9:45 a.m., Founders
Room, Anabel Taylor Hall.
Orthodox Shabbat Services: Fridays 6:15
p.m., Young Israel, 106 West Ave., Saturdays,
9:15 a.m., Edwards Room, Anabel Taylor Hall.
Korean Church
Sundays, 1 p.m., Anabel Taylor Chapel.
Muslim
Fridays, 1 p.m., Anabel Taylor Edwards
Room.
Zen Buddhism
Zazen meditation: Thursdays at 5 p.m. in
the chapel, Anabel Taylor Hall. For more information or to arrange beginner's instruction,
telephone Jon Warland at 257-1404.

SEMINARS
Agricultural Economics
"Crisis in Empirical Econometrics: Implications for Agricultural Economics," William
Tomek, agricultural economics, Sept. 11, 3:45
p.m., W.I. Myers Seminar Room, 401 Warren
Hall.
Astronomy
"Voyager at Neptune: Preliminary Results
from the Flyby," Peter Gierasch, Philip
Nicholson, Carl Sagan and Joseph Veverka, as-

NASA continued from page 1

R e v i e w continuedfrompage 1

tronomers' leadership in planetary missions
and astronomical satellite programs, their
operation of the Arecibo radio observatory,
geologists' participation in space-based
studies of Earth and engineers' studies of
aerospace-related problems of fluid flow
and turbulence.
Co-investigators of the program are
Chairman of Astronomy Yervant Terzian,
Professor of Electrical Engineering Donald
Farley, Chairman of Geological Sciences
Donald Turcotte, Professor of Mechanical
and Aerospace Engineering David Caughey
and Chairman of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics Joseph Bums.
Joining Cornell and Clarkson in the
NASA program are Grumman Corp.,
Hughes Aircraft Co., International Business
Machines Corp., Ithaco Inc. and Rockwell
International.
—Dennis Meredith

assisted by Coopers & Lybrand, one of the
world's leading accounting and consulting
firms. E. Peter Tufford, associate director
of human resources, noted that C&L had
worked on similar reviews for other universities and said their counsel had been sought
"because we want to be objective about the
manner in which positions are evaluated."
In describing the larger aims of the project, formally called the Classification Review Study, Nesheim and Morley said: "We
want to create a more unified classification
system so that people doing essentially the
same work in different parts of the university are recognized and placed in the same
grade. We also want to make sure employees feel Cornell has proper work and reporting relationships, with an ascending order of
positions based on responsibility and authority."
— Sam Segal

Cornell Chronicle
14 Hollister Hall.
"The 'Moog Philosophy" - a Competitive
Strategy for World Class Manufacturing," Richard Aubrecht, Moog, Sept. 14, 4:30 p.m., B-14
Hollister Hall.

Nutrition
"Determination of Tissue Specific Expression
of the Apolipoprotein A Gene," Richard Anderson, internal medicine, University of Iowa College of Medicine, Sept. 11, 4:30 p.m., 100 Savage Hall.

Ornithology
"Conservation of Rare and Declining Birds in
New York State — A Challenge for the Future,"
Charles Smith, director of Special Projects,
Laboratory of Ornithology, Sept. 11, 7:45 p.m..
Laboratory of Ornithology, 159 Sapsucker
Woods Road.

Sociology
'Transaction Cost Analysis and Sociology:
Cooperation or Conflict?" Carlo Trigilia, University of Palermo, Sept. 8, 3:30 p.m., 302 Uris
Hall.

Textiles & Apparel
"Investigative Microscopy," S. Kay Obendorf, textiles and apparel, Sept. 7, 12:20 p.m.,
317 Van Rensselaer Hall.

Veterinary Pathology
"Structure of the Synovial Joint and its Destruction in Rheumatoid Arthritis by Matrix Metalloproteinases," Yasunori Okada, School of
Medicine, Kanazawa University, Ishikawa, Japan, Sept. 8, 12:30 p.m., Hagan Room, Schurman Hall.
"Why Does the V-SRC Oncogene Transform
Cells?" David Shalloway, pharmacological
chemistry, University of California at San Francisco, Sept. 14, 12:30 p.m., Hagan Room, Schurman Hall.
Chicot and Delphtne Zentout appear In "36 Fillette," directed by Catherine
showing at 7 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 9, in Uris Auditorium.

Se

pt. 7, 4:30 p.m., Schwartz Audito-

"t^efeUer Hall.

iihi roi ^ Emission Spectra of Mars (5.4' ts *»eters): Evidence for Sulfates, Caro°i and Hydrates," Theodore Roush,
^ ' l ^ e s Research Center, Sept. 14, 4:30
PJ ^ sPace Sciences BuUding.

Veterinary Physiology
Title to be announced, E. Boulpeep, Yale
University, Sept. 12, 4:30 p.m., G-3 Vet Research Tower.

Epidemiology
"Models for Clustered Dichotomous Data
With or Without Covariates," Yinsheng Qu,
Tianjin Medical College, Tianjin, People's Republic of China, Sept. 8, 12:20 p.m., 260 Warren
Hall.

THEATER

Genetic & Development
"Drosophilia Genome Mapping with YAC
and Channel Sharing Underlie Vectors," Daniel L. Hartl, genetics, Washington
P
Vacillations in Pancreatic Beta Cells," University, School of Medicine, Sept. 11, 11
°5te k el- Diabe'e15 ^ Kidney Disorders a.m., Conference Room, Biotechnology BuildK, 'National Institute of Health, Sept. 13, ing.
700 Clark Hall.
"The Transposable Element Mariner in
Drosophila," Daniel L. Hartl, genetics, Washing0o T
.. hompson Institute
ton University, School of Medicine, Sept. 11, 4
x ffP g the Arabidopisis Genome," How- p.m., Conference Room, Biotechnology Build.lS(s °°dman, molecular biology, Massa- ing.
rf'Hd- n e r a l H o s P i t a l - Boston. Sep1- 13. 2
P ^"orium, Boyce Thompson Institute.
Hillel
Topics in Jewish Tradition, Sept. 11, 8 p.m.,
C^t
314 Anabel Taylor Hall.
,^ 1Ve Intermediates in the Gas Phase,"
IK'19 I U r e c e k - chemistry, Sept. 7, 4:40 International Nutrition
P' ,ii "aker Laboratory. General Chemis"The Cornell Food and Nutrition Policy Protf Shim.
gram (CFNPP): What It Is, What It Does, and
What We Hope to Accomplish," Per PinstrupAndersen, food and nutrition policy program, nul( & Systematics
It ts of Nutrient Spatial Heterogeneity tritional sciences, Sept. 7, 12:40 p.m., Flora Rose
° yf S t r e aStructure,
Diversity and Room, 200 Savage Hall.
m AI al
°
S Communities,"
Pringle, plant biology, University Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
' Berkeley, Sept. 13, 4:30 p.m., Manufacturing Engineering
i a r Room, A106 Corson/Mudd
7
"Machine Vision — A Process Control and
Quality Watchdog for Industry," Ken White,
Visual *Sense* Systems, Sept. 7, 4:30 p.m., B-

ive one-act plays on the theme
masshysteria' to be read Sept.10
e new one-act plays based on the
of mass hysteria will be given conreadings in the Black Box Theater at
o W s Center for Theatre Arts on SunJ
.jSept 10, at 8 p.m.
v*^e playwrights, whose works were
J^ssioned by the Theatre Arts Depart'^ with a grant from the Cornell Council
.Creative and Performing Arts, will be on
™ to discuss their work in the center's
i^ing Room o n Friday, Sept 8. Both
> are free.
Uf
the five playwrights —Migdalia
?*> Amlin Gray, Lisa Loomer, Michael
r 1 ^ and Patrick Smith — Gray is best
as the author of "How I Got That
<" a nightmarish comedy about Viet% which he won an Obie Award.

David Feldshuh, artistic director for the
center, said that the impetus for the commissions arose from the notion that mass hysteria pervades our culture.
"Increasingly, we have difficulty distinguishing between the 'legitimate' and 'sensational' media, as television brings stimuli
for hysterical response into our living rooms
and tabloids exploit our most subjective responses to situations which teeter between
the plausible and the fantastic," Feldshuh
said.
The department's dedication to nurturing
new work for the American stage was another factor in the commissions. For more
information about "A Few Words About
Mass Hysteria," contact the Center for Theatre Arts' box office at 254-ARTS.
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MISC.
Aerobics Classes
Early-bird aerobics will be given by Anne
Wrona on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
6:30 to 7:30 a.m., Sept. 11 through Dec. 8, in
the Helen Newman Dance Studio. Fee for 36
classes is $76. For more information, call Debbie Gatch at 255-5133.
Employee Noon Hour Aerobics will be
given by Amy Brill on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays, noon to 1 p.m., Sept. 11 through
Dec. 8, in the Helen Newman Gymnasium. Fee
for 36 classes is $76. For more information,
call Debbie Gatch at 255-5133.

Folk Guitar Lessons
Eight one-hour weekly group folk guitar
lessons will begin Sept. 11 in the North Room,
Willard Straight Hall. Open to the general
public, the course, given by Phil Shapiro, costs
$30, payable at the first session which will also
include registration. A course for beginners
starts at 7 p.m. and a course for intermediates
starts at 8 p.m. For information call 844-4535.

Fuertes Observatory
Fuertes Observatory, situated on the hill behind Helen Newman Hall, will be open to the
public every clear Friday night from 8 p.m. or
dark until midnight. Call 255-3557 for information.

Macintosh Users' Group
MUGWUMP, the Macintosh Users' Group
for Writers and Users of Mac Programs, meets
on the first Thursday and second Wednesday of
each month. Meetings are free and beginners
are welcome. For more information, call Andrew Merkle at 277-2239.

Olin Library Orientation Tours
Tours for faculty and graduate students to
provide an introduction to Olin's services, facilities and resources will be offered Sept. 8 at
11 a.m., Sept. 11 at 10 a.m., Sept. 12 at noon,
Sept. 13 at noon, Sept. 14 at 2 p.m. and Sept.
15 at 2 p.m. Tours last approximately 30 minutes and begin in the lobby across from the
circulation desk.

Olin Library Research Seminars
Center for Theatre Arts
Five short one-act plays based on the theme
"A Few Words About Mass Hysteria," will be
presented on Sept. 10 at 8 p.m. in the Center for
Theatre Arts. Works by playwrights Amlin
Gray, Michael Smith, Migdalia Cruz, Patrick
Smith and Lisa Loomer will be featured in the
concert readings. For more information, call the
box office at 254-ARTS.
The Department of Theatre Arts will hold
open auditions for "The Frog Prince," "Marat/
Sade" and "The Dance and The Railroad," and
preliminary auditions for the all-female musical
"A.. My Name is Alice," on Thursday, Sept. 7,
beginning at 7 p.m. in the Flexible Theatre at the
Center for Theatre Arts. For more information,
call 254-2703.

Olin Library Reference Department will offer research seminars for faculty and graduate
students in the humanities or the social sciences covering Olin's catalogs, COMPASS
(computer assisted search service), subject
search strategies, reference materials and interlibrary services, Sept. 11 at 1 p.m. (humanities)
and Sept. 21 at 3 p.m. (social sciences). To
register and for more information, call 2554144 or stop by the Olin Reference Desk.

Uris Library Tours
Tours of Uris Library to give new students
an overview of the library and how to use it
will be held Sept. 7, 3:30 p.m.; Sept. 9, 11:15
a.m. All tours begin in the main lobby of the
library.

Personal Education Workshops
New series begins week of Sept. 11. Topics
include assertiveness, building self-esteem,
building satisfying relationships, stress management, women, food and self-esteem; lesbian, bisexual; men's support group; life planning and self concept; and graduate student
support group. All groups are free and confidential. Sign up in 103 Barnes Hall. For more
information, call 255-3608.

Classics playreading series
begins Sept 8 with 'Clouds'
The Classics Department will
produce a series of dramatic readings in contemporary English translation of famous works of Greek and
Roman drama and satire, beginning
on Friday, Sept 8.
The readings will be held in the
Temple of Zeus in Goldwin Smith
Hall, beginning at 8 p.m. Admission
is free. The fall schedule:
Aristophanes' "Clouds," Sept 8;
Seneca's "Trojan Women," Sept 29;
Euripides' "Alcestis," Oct 20; and
"An Evening with Lucian and Aristophanes," a selection of satirical
scenes from Greek satire and com-

edy to celebrate the approaching Saturnalia, Dec. 1.
The spring schedule will include
Plautus' "Amphitryo," Jan. 26; Sophocles' "Oedipus the King," Feb. 23;
and Euripides' "Bacchae," March 30.
Readings will be performed scriptin-hand and with modest but effective
and tasteful, costuming. The cast will
be made up of faculty, students and anyone from the community who's interested in participating and prepared to
take just a little time rehearsing.
Those interested should contact Professor Frederick Ahl, in 123 Goldwin
Smith Hall or by phoning 255-3354.
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Arbel study finds many small firms in as bad shape now as '87
Despite the stock market's record highs
in August, small corporations were experiencing severe weaknesses similar to their
problems before the 1987 stock market
crash, according to research conducted in
August
"Many investors do not realize that onethird of the stock market is fundamentally in
bad shape," said Avner Arbel, a professor of
financial management, who conducted the
study.
Arbel said he discovered alarming problems among 666 companies with annual
revenues of between $8 million and $250
million that comprised the lower one-third
of the 2,000 corporations he examined.
"There are striking similarities between
the key financial measurements of small
companies this year and just before the
crash two years ago," he said. "Small
stocks may be headed for a severe downward adjustment that could lead to a sell-off
of larger stocks."
In his study, Arbel divided 2,000 corpo-

rations into 667 of the largest companies,
667 medium companies and 666 small companies. "The smaller one-third are much
more overpriced when compared with the
other firms, and in some measurements they
are as bad as they were before the 1987
crash," Arbel said.
He stopped short of predicting another
crash like the one in 1987 that he analyzed
in his book, "Crash: Ten Days in October
. . . Will It Strike Again?" (Longman 1989),
co-written with Albert E. Kaff of the Cornell News Service. But he warned that
"something is cooking that is not in favor of
the nation's smaller companies."
The stock price of large corporations in
the top third of Arbel's sample — those
with annual revenues of between $1 billion
and $123 billion — increased by an average
of 24 percent during the 12-month period
that ended in August. But stocks in the bottom third gained an average of only 14.5
percent.
"Historically, small companies have per-

formed significantly better than big companies, and this phenomenon is called the
'small firm effect,' "Arbel said. "But performances of the smaller companies now
are weak for a number of reasons. One of
these is that since the 1987 crash, investors
have been nervous, and they ran for shelter
with large companies."
Corporate takeovers were a major force
that drove the stock market past its 1987
pre-crash high in August, Arbel said, adding
that the takeovers that powered the market
involved mainly big companies, not small
ones. Also, small companies have been ignored by large institutional investors and by
Japanese, who are a growing force on Wall
Street and who "prefer to invest in big-name
companies," he said.
"In spite of their weak market performance, stock of small corporations now are
significantly overpriced," Arbel said.
The ratio of price to per-share earnings
(P/E ratio) of small stocks was 20 in August
compared with 15.1 for the bigger compa-

nies. Just before the crash, the P/E ratio of
small stocks was 22, and for large companies it was 20. A high P/E ratio means that
an investor is paying a relatively high price
to share in the corporation's earnings.
Arbel's study showed that stocks in
smaller companies also were overpriced in
August when measured against cash flow,
book value of corporate assets and sales.
The average dividend yield of small companies was a weak 1.4 percent compared with
2.9 percent for the bigger companies. Also,
small companies showed high volatility in
earnings and relatively low growth in sales,
earnings and dividends.
Small companies are vital to the expansion of the American economy and its financial markets, because traditionally small
companies have been the main source of
growth and innovation, Arbel said.
The Hotel School research into American corporation's was reported by The Wall
Street Journal on Aug. 21.
—Albert E. Kaff

Rhodes thanks student orientation volunteers at reception

President Frank H.T. Rhodes talks with orientation volunteers at a reception.

What makes 650 upperclassmen want to
return to school a week early to serve as
freshman orientation counselors?
For some, it's the chance to meet people.
For others, it's the skills and confidence
they gain from supervising a large group.
And for the 15 undergraduates who
comprise the Orientation Steering Committee and plan these activities a year ahead of
time, it's the satisfaction of making plans
and seeing them come to fruition when the
new students arrive.
Every year, orientation counselors,
known as O.C.s, don distinctive Cornell-red
T-shirts and accompany freshmen through a
week's activities.
This fall, O.Cs helped some 3,400 freshmen and transfer students move into their
residence halls, make acquaintances and
find their way from one activity to another
— including the Freshman Convocation,
Moonlight Madness, outdoor games, Cornell Night in Bailey Hall, barbecues, study
skills workshops and lectures in each of the
schools and colleges.
President Frank H.T. Rhodes thanked
these volunteers on behalf of the university
and the parents of freshmen at a reception at

Student-insurance deadline
extended; options added

M.B.A.-executives golf tourney
to feature 18 schools' teams

Cornell has extended the deadline for
student decisions on the health-insurance
plan, is permitting penalty-free payment of
premiums until Nov. 15 and is adding two
new coverage options.
The actions represent an effort "to be responsive to the burdens imposed on students
by the very difficult national marketplace
for accident and sickness insurance," said
William D. Gurowitz, vice president for
campus affairs.
The plan Cornell offers to full-time
undergraduates and graduate students takes
effect automatically unless a student signs a
waiver form. The waiver deadline had been
Aug. 30 but now has been extended to 5
p.m. tomorrow. Sept 8.
While the $409 charge was billed in
July, the bursar will wait until Nov. 15 before adding a finance charge for unpaid premiums, Gurowitz said. (Those who waive
coverage will get a $409 credit.)
In mid-July, after having approached
more than 25 companies to replace the coverage formerly provided by Mutual of
Omaha, Cornell said the best acceptable offer would carry premium increases 'of 61
percent
Dr. Leslie M. Elkind, director of university health services, noted that despite the
large increases, Cornell's premiums were
relatively low in a college insurance market
where many institutions are unable to get
any coverage at all. The situation facing the
college insurance market generally was reported in the June 7 edition of the Chronicle
of Higher Education.
Although letters explaining the national
situation were sent to all students and to the
wider Cornell community, Elkind's office
has received more than 100 student complaints about the increased costs and a
graduate-student group is planning a protest
for tomorrow.
It was through the efforts of a physics
graduate student David Rabson, that two
additional insurance options are being of-

Graduate business school students from
18 universities will meet corporate executives in September precisely where business
deals often are discussed — on the golf
course.
About 22 executives from Mobil Corp.,
American Cyanamid Co., General Electric
Co., Lehn & Fink, and Golf Digest will tee
off with 72 M.B.A. students in the second
annual invitational golf tournament arranged by the Johnson Graduate School of
Management At least one Johnson School
faculty team will play.
The M.B.A. tournament will take place
on Sept 15 and 16 on the university's golf
course that was designed by Robert Trent
Jones Sr., the golf course architect who has
designed more than 400 golf courses and
who attended Cornell from 1927 to 1930.
Jones said that he hopes to attend.
Only students played last year, when the
event was started by students in Cornell's
Johnson School. The Darden Business
School team from the University of Virginia
won the 1988 tournament
"The Johnson Invitational is a great opportunity to bring together the existing and
future leaders of business in a relaxed and
yet competitive event" said Barbara Brandfass of Philadelphia, co-chairperson for the
tournament.
"We hope that the comradery established
at the tournament will continue in our professional life."
The other co-chairperson, Jack Salerno
of Washington, D.C., added: "Students may
not get job offers from the executives during the tournament but it will be an excellent chance for us to discuss life both in the
corporate world and on the putting green."
Barbara Patocka, treasurer of marketing
and refining at Mobil's corporate headquarters, said that the tournament "will enhance
our recruiting objectives through the longstanding marriage of golf and business.
"We are excited to interact with students
at such an event and we commend their ini-

Chris Hildreth

fered by Mutual of Omaha, according to
Leonard Nissenson, chief administrator of
the Gannett Health Center.
The first new option, for individual students only, is a supplement to the Cornell
policy, whose maximum payment is
$50,000.
This supplement extends major-medical
coverage up to $1 million. It covers 80 percent of costs up to the student's own expense of $2,500; then 100 percent up to the
million-dollar limit The cost averages $71
per student per year.
The second new option — only for students' spouses and children — is a complete alternative rather than a supplement to
the Cornell policy.
Cornell's plan carries a premium for
spouses of $839 if they are also enrolled in
a prepaid University Health Services plan
and $1,109 if they are not (That plan costs
$270 a year and allows spouses unlimited
visit to Gannett Center clinicians and free
use of the overnight unit.) Children's coverage is $416 a year.
The new option for spouses and children
adds major-medical coverage and reduces
premiums by raising the deductible amount
above which payments begin.
The Cornell plan's deductible is $50;
the new Mutual of Omaha option starts at
$300 and offers deductible levels up to
$10,000.
For spouses who are men, for instance,
the premium is $621.65 at a deductible level
of $300 and $391.72 at $1,000. For children, $300 at a deductible level of $191.22.
"For some individuals and spouses, these
new options will make sense, and we appreciate David Rabson's work in developing
them," Nissenson said.
Unlike coverage for individual students,
that for spouses and children is not automatic. The sign-up deadline is Sept 25 for
coverage of spouses and children under the
Cornell plan.
—Sam Segal

his home on Aug. 31.
"You will never know what a difference
you make in setting the tone of the Cornell
community," the president said. "Enthusiasm and friendliness, warmth and openness
— you catch these from other people. In a
sense they are contagious."
Rose Cacioppo, a senior in the College
of Human Ecology from Uniondale, N.Y.,
said she has observed that many freshmen
are scared and homesick on the first day at
the university, and she enjoyed her role in
introducing them to Cornell and making
them feel welcome.
Jami Waisburd, a senior in the College
of Agriculture and Life Sciences from
Spring Valley, N.Y., one of 11 people on
the Orientation Steering Committee, said, "I
love Cornell, and I wanted to let people
know it, to welcome them. And we need to
do this. This is a big university, and if a
few people can make a difference in the first
week, then it's worth it"
Howard Wang, a junior in the College of
Arts and Sciences from Plainsboro, N.J.,
who also is on the Steering Committee, described the orientation as "sheer madness.
It's a week of no sleep, but a lot of fun."

tiative."
The Johnson School invitational is the
nation's only M.B.A. golf tournament but
the University of Pennsylvania's business
school holds rugby and squash tournaments,
while Dartmouth College schedules ice
hockey and skiing.
Duke University operates a tongue-incheek competition with such events as the
longest toss of a brief case, the quickest
dressing for a business interview and the
fastest dash to a telephone booth.
Off the links, the M.B.A. candidates will
mingle with the visiting corporate executives at a welcoming party hosted by
Johnson School students on the tournament's first day and at the awards banquet
in the university's new Statler Hotel on the
second day.
The cost of housing and feeding student
teams is funded by a number of corporate
gifts, with the largest coming from Mobil,
the major donor; American Cyanamid; General Electric; Lehn & Fink; and Golf Digest
The corporate golfers will play for fun,
but the students will compete for several
team and individual trophies and prizes, in*
eluding an automobile for the first player to
score a hole-in-one.
To emphasize equal opportunity in the
business world, each four-member student
team will include at least one player of the
opposite sex.
Business school teams registered for the
golf tournament are from Carnegie Mellon,
Columbia, Cornell, Duke, Indiana, New
York, Northwestern and Yale universities;
Dartmouth College; the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; and the Universities of
California at Los Angeles, Chicago, Michigan, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rochester, Texas and Virginia.
Seventeen of the participating schools
were rated among the nation's 20 top business schools by Business Week magazine
last year.
—Albert E.
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Cold-fusion archive being assembled
to study today's scientific process
A Cornell effort has received a grant from the National
Science Foundation to study the roles of scientists, journalists and others in this spring's claims by University of Utah
scientists that nuclear fusion had been achieved at room
temperature.
The study will cover the resulting skepticism and even
accusations of fraud that the claim produced.
Assistant Professor of Communication Bruce V. Lewenstein and two others are asking chemists, physicists, journalists and others who participated in or closely followed the
cold fusion events to send to them copies of notes taken at
seminars, materials prepared for lectures, laboratory notes,
notices from computer bulletin boards, bibliographies and
any other items pertaining to cold fusion.
"The exciting thing about cold fusion is that it raises so
many questions, not just about chemistry and physics, but
about science communication, about the politics and funding of science, about big and little science, about the nature
of scientific disciplines and the role of interdisciplinary
teams, and about how the press operates in the complex
interaction between science and the public," Lewenstein
said.
"Was science distorted by the science-by-press-conference process?" he asked. "Was cold fusion 'normal science,' in the sense that it involved the dispassionate testing
of new ideas with appropriate experiments? Was it 'abnormal science,' in the sense that it involved an unlikely claim
supported more by faith than by evidence? Is this kind of
distinction between 'normal' and 'abnormal' even appropriate when talking about science?"
Lewenstein is being joined in his study by William Dougan, an information management specialist at the University
of California at Los Angeles and Thomas F. Gieryn, an
Indiana University sociologist of science. Already, the three
researchers have collected nearly 1,000 mass media articles,

about 5,000 pages of electronic communications and about
30 taped interviews.
By analyzing as much written material as they can locate
and by talking with scientists who attempted to replicate the
experiment by Utah chemists B. Stanley Pons and Martin
Fleischmann, the three scholars hope to gain a better understanding of the scientific process in the late 20th century.
"We want to know who was saying what to whom,
when," Lewenstein said. The study will explore how the
reports of Pons and Fleischmann's announcement and the
subsequent discussions differed among the general news
media, science publications and computer bulletin boards,
and how the reaction differed among scientists in the United
States, Canada, England and France.
"We realize that some of this stuff is part of ongoing
research projects, but that's exactly the point," Lewenstein
said. "Since this is a wonderful example of how scientists
attacked a new and controversial issue, we want to be sure
that much of the ephemeral material that was created in the
process gets saved.
"Science today is carried out differently than was true
only 20 years ago," Lewenstein said. "Cold fusion is a
perfect case study of the good and bad of how science is
conducted today."
The study, based in the university's Program on Science,
Technology and Society, has received an $11,000 grant
from the National Science Foundation, said Lewenstein.
Some of the NSF money will be used to pay photocopying
and mailing costs for materials contributed from around the
country, he said.
Material can be sent to Lewenstein at the Cold Fusion
Documentation Project, STS Program, 632 Clark Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14853. He expects that the
archive will be open to the public early next year.
—Mark Eyerly

Bruce V. Lewenstein

Chris HiUreth

New pulsar's speed invalidates basic theory, scientists say
The fact that a superdense remnant star
from the famous supernova of 1987 is spinning at 2,000 revolutions per second, or
about three times the rate of any previously
known such object, appears to invalidate
theories of the behavior of matter at extremely high densities, Cornell scientists
say.
The ability of the pulsar to rotate at such
a high speed without flying apart or collapsing implies certain properties of its matter
that do not agree with those predicted by
any of the existing theories, or "equations of
state," that describe the properties of nuclear matter, Stuart L. Shapiro, Saul A. Teukolsky and Ira Wasserman wrote in the
Aug. 10 issue of Nature magazine.
"We demonstrated [in a 1983 paper] that
it may be impossible to spin up an initiallynon-rotating neutron star to a spin period [of
less than 0.5 milliseconds] for any currently
proposed nuclear equation of state," the scientists wrote.
"Here, we reverse the argument: A uniformly rotating neutron star with a [spin period less than 0.5 milliseconds] may be unable to spin down to become a slowly rotating neutron star if any of the proposed equations of state are correct
"Assuming that the neutron star in
SN1987A [the pulsar] is 'typical' and does
not collapse down to a black hole as it spins
down . . . then its existence may actually
invalidate all previously viable nuclear
equations of state."
Shapiro and Teukolsky are professors of
astronomy and physics, and Wasserman is

an associate professor of astronomy.
Pulsars are formed in the collapse of the
core of an exploding star called a supernova
as the dense husk of the dying star falls inward. Like a pirouetting skater drawing her
arms inward, the collapsing star spins faster
as it contracts. The resulting "neutron star"
—about 12 miles in diameter — is made of
neutrons squeezed to such extreme densities
that a teaspoonful would weigh a billion
tons on earth.
The spinning pulsar emits twin beams of
radiation as it rotates, which sweep the
heavens like the beacons from a lighthouse.
The remnants of most stars bigger than
about six times the mass of the sun become
neutron stars. Remnants of some of the
most massive stars collapse further into
black holes, warping space-time.
Last March, astronomers Jerome Kristian, Carl Pennypacker, John Middleditch
and their colleagues reported detecting the
pulsar from the 1987 supernova for the first
time on Jan. 18. They used the Los Campanas telescope in Chile, which belongs to
the Carnegie Institution of Washington.
The scientists stunned the astronomical
world by reporting that the pulsar was spinning at 2,000 hertz (revolutions per second).
This is far faster than the previously fastest
pulsar, which spun at less than 700 hertz.
Equations of state are the theories used
to describe the properties of squeezed nuclear matter, including its ability to resist
further compression by generating opposing
pressure.
In their studies, the Cornell scientists cal-

culated the necessary properties of nuclear
matter, given that the spinning pulsar exists
without flying apart or collapsing further.
They included the known mass of pulsars
(about 1.4 times that of the sun), the pull of
gravity on the pulsar, the opposing pressure
of the neutron matter on compression, and
the effects of the spin. The results did not
agree with any existing theories.
The invalidation of these equations of
state does not affect well-established fundamental theories of matter —chiefly the theories called quantum chromodynamics. Nor
does invalidation affect the current understanding of the behavior of the atomic nucleus at low densities. Such behavior is
well understood from laboratory experiments on earth. However, the invalidation
would radically change the understanding of
matter in the exotic realm of high pressures
found in the depths of stars.
"Neutron stars exist in a sort of twilight
zone where the theoretical equations of nuclear matter are difficult to solve and where
laboratory data are non-existent," said
Shapiro. "This pulsar is, in essence, an excellent laboratory for nuclear physics. It is
a much cleaner probe than we have had in
the past of what the equations of state of
nuclear matter would be like."
According to the Cornell scientists,
equation of state theories are generally divided into "hard" and "soft" theories. Hard
theories hold that the matter resists compression strongly and imply a larger neutron
star for a given mass. Soft theories hold
that matter is more compressible and posru-

Ackerman named director of CU Press

Don Albem

John G. Ackerman

John G. Ackerman, editor in chief of
Cornell University Press since 1985, has
been named director of the press.
Cornell Press was founded in 1869 as
the first university press in America It
now ranks among the top 10 academic
publishers in the world.
Ackerman's appointment became effective on Sept. 1. He succeeds David H
Gilbert, who retired on Aug. 1.
In announcing the appointment, Larry
I. Palmer, vice president for academic
programs, pointed out that Ackerman,
who is a specialist in Russian history,
joined the press in 1980 as an associate
manuscript editor, was appointed editor in
1983 and was promoted to editor in chief
in 1985.
"Throughout the years in these positions, Mr. Ackerman has earned the distinction of being a leader in university
publishing and has earned the admiration
and respect of all who know him," Palmer
said.

"In his editorial positions at Cornell University Press, Mr. Ackerman has revitalized
its philosophy list, brought coherence to its
program in European history, launched a
highly visible series in Soviet studies and
was responsible for several prize-winning
acquisitions, such as S. Harding's "The Science Question in Feminism,' Ivo Banac's
'The National Question in Yugoslavia' and
Ralph Lerner's 'The Thinking Revolutionary,' " Palmer added.
Ackerman, 44, held teaching positions in
history at Stanford University, the University of California at Santa Cruz and Bates
College before coming to Cornell.
He was elected to Phi Beta Kappa at
Syracuse University, from which he graduated summa cum laude in 1966 with a
bachelor's degree in history. He did graduate work in Russian and East European history at Stanford and lived in the Soviet Union for a year while researching his dissertation.
—Martin B. Stiles

late a smaller neutron star radi
radius for a given
mass.
The existence of the 2,000-hertz pulsar
argues for softer theories, because the
smaller star could more logically spin up to
high rates.
"It may be necessary to add 'softening
agents' to the existing theories to make
them agree with observation," said Wasserman. These added ingredients may include
exotic matter such as "pion condensates" or
"quark matter" that would affect the compressibility properties of the neutron star
matter, the scientists said.
"Of course there are two outstanding
loopholes in this pessimistic argument," the
scientists wrote in Nature. "The neutron
star in SN1987A may be in fact vibrating,
not rotating. Moreover, even if it is spinning at [a period of 0.5 milliseconds], the
neutron star may only be temporarily supported by its rapid rotation, against eventual
collapse to a black hole." Both possibilities
seem highly unlikely and are not supported
by any observations, the scientists added.
More worrisome, they said, is that the
pulsar has not been seen again, even after
over 18 months of observation.
"One gets the feeling that the whole
astrophysics community is taking a deep
breath and just waiting to see it again," said
Wasserman.
The scientists' research was supported
by the National Science Foundation and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
—Dennis Meredith

Graduate Bulletin
Late Registration: In the Registrar's
Office, Room 220, Day Hall.
Course Enrollment: Continues through
Sept. 22 and forms are available in graduate
field offices and Sage Graduate Center.
Students who completed pre-course enrollment forms last spring do not need to complete a course enrollment form unless there
is a change in their schedule.
Dissertation Deadline: Ph.D. candidates
who have defended their dissertations and
submitted two acceptable copies to the
Graduate School by Sept 22 will not be
charged the $200 active-file fee for fall
1989.
Graduate Faculty Meeting: Sept. 8, 4
p.m., General Committee Room, Sage
Graduate Center. This meeting is solely for
the purpose of voting on August gradudate
degrees.
Student Assembly: Petitions for graduate seat on Assembly are due Sept 15.
Contact Office of the Assemblies, 165 Day
Hall. Elections are Oct 3.
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Lower air fares, more service; Deregulation works
by Alfred E. Kahn
Reprinted from the Business Forum of
the Sunday, Aug. 13, New York Times.
There is no significant support for a return to the thoroughgoing cartelization and
incompetent government management of
the airline industry that was practiced before
1978. But one active question remains: Has
the reconcentration of the industry at the national level exposed travelers to monopolistic exploitation requiring governmental reintervention?
The industry is far more competitive today than it was 11 years ago. Despite the
fact that the top eight carriers now account
for about 93 percent of total business (as
compared with 87 percent handled by the 11
trunk carriers in 1978), travelers have a
markedly increased range of choices where
it counts — from particular points of origin
to destinations. The average number of airlines serving individual routes, in all categories, is significantly larger than it was before
deregulation. Even more important, back in
1976, less than 20 percent of all travel was
on discount fares; this June it was 90 percent, and the average discount was 63 percent from full coach. True, those full fares
have soared; but the net effect has been to
save travelers something like $10 billion a

year.
Pre-1978 regulation not only set floors
under fares, it also set ceilings. Since most
routes will support only a limited number of
competitors, the major carriers have all but
eliminated the threat of low-fare entrants
like People Express. They are thus free to
raise their unrestricted fares, and are becoming adept at making it difficult for non-discretionary travelers to qualify for discounts.
As a consequence, average yields have
declined by about 24 percent in real terms
since 1976, while full-priced coach fares
have increased 60 percent more rapidly than
the consumer price index. Because the airline industry as a whole is apparently not
enjoying profit rates higher than industry
generally, the only pertinent question is
whether the government should try to moderate the discrimination in fares between the
majority of travelers, who get discounts, and
the minority, who do not
The most direct remedy would be a reimposition of price ceilings. Indeed, the original deregulation bill had a provision, which
I supported, that would have retained ceilings on routes dominated by a single carrier.
I oppose its resurrection, however, because it is unclear that ceilings would do
more good than harm. The non-discretionary travelers who pay the full coach fares,
travel disproportionately at peak times and

so are more costly to serve on average.
They have their fares, most of them, paid by
their employers and, via expensing for tax
purposes, the Treasury. These travelers also
receive valuable frequent-flyer credits and
often enjoy preferential seating and free upgrading to first class. They enjoy the benefit of relatively frequent flights to an increased number of destinations and they
have a better chance than other passengers
of obtaining reservations at the last moment
because of the carriers' increased sophistication inreservingseats, for them.
Price ceilings inevitably tend to result in
diminished frequency of service, since full
coach fares play a disproportionate role in
influencing scheduling decisions.
Yet
scheduling is the most important dimension
of service quality for those very travelers
whom the ceilings are intended to protect —
a perfect example of the futility of regulating price without also regulating quality.
Since fewer flights mean fewer discount
seats, ceilings would disrupt the present
confluence of interests between business
and discretionary travelers.
The economic naif assumes that the fullfare-paying passengers must be subsidizing
the others. That is almost certainly incorrect The carriers have obviously learned
how to extract the most profitable price
from the former regardless of what they

charge the latter. And since discounted
fares undoubtedly more than cover their extra costs, they are helping hold full fares
down.
The alternative remedy is to try to make
competition more effective. The prescriptions are by now familiar — an antitrust enforcement policy more vigilant than any in
the last eight years; an attack on the preferential access to airport facilities enjoyed by
some carriers, and expansion and efficient
pricing of those facilities; elimination of any
residual advantage conferred by carrier
ownership of computerized reservation systems; requirement of full disclosure by
travel agents of their commissions; a relaxation of the restrictions on foreign airlines
competing for domestic traffic.
I do not suggest that these efforts are either easy to define or likely to be mounted,
and I do not have the illusion that they
would make a dramatic difference. But
most have, so far, scarcely been tried. Matters would have to become much worse before a reimposition of price ceilings made
sense.
Alfred E. Kahn, the Robert Julius Thome
Professor Emeritus of Political Economy,
was chairman of the Civil Aeronautics
Board.

Cornell promotes recycling
at the New York State Fair
While sampling the cuisine at the International Food Pavilion at this year's New
York State Fair, some 15,000 diners a day
participated in an experiment to answer the
question: Are we willing to make the extra
effort to separate recyclable materials such
as polystyrene plastics from our trash?
If some of the exotic foods were not to
everyone's liking, the recycling plan apparently was. More than 3,000 pounds of lightweight plastic cups, plates, bowls and trays
were retrieved from specially marked blue
containers at the International Pavilion and
sent to a recycling plant in Massachusetts,
where the material will be processed into
six-inch souvenir rulers for distribution at
next year's fair.
The experiment was part of a recycling
demonstration designed by Cornell's Waste
Management Institute and the Project on
Public Participation in Environmental Protection Proceedings at Syracuse University,
for the State Fair Recycling Exhibit Planning Committee.
"Recycling will be mandatory throughout New York state by 1992," said Kenneth
H. Cobb, senior extension associate at the
Waste Management Institute and one of the
planners of the recycling demonstration.
"This exhibit at the fair had the potential to
educate 850,000 people (the fair's estimated
11-day attendance) in what the future holds
for all of us."
Of particular concern has been the fate of
polystyrene, known commonly as Styrofoam, which is used for food and beverage
containers, Cobb noted. Some New York
communities are considering banning polystyrene containers and the Waste Management Institute hoped that this demonstration
"would educate people about the recycling
potential in an emerging market," he said.
The 3,000 pounds of polystyrene col-

lected from the International Pavilion represented about one-third to one-half (by volume) of the trash from that building, Cobb
reported. Cardboard and paper soiled by
food could not be recycled, he noted.
The plastic-recycling effort was not
without controversy, however. When a representative of the organization Recycle
First, which operated a booth in another fanbuilding, entered the International Pavilion
Monday to distribute literature claiming that
polystyrene was not recyclable, he was escorted out of the fair by security officers.
The Recycle First member, Todd Rogers,
said the polystyrene-recycling effort at the
fair was co-sponsored by Mobil Oil Co. as a
means of promoting petroleum-based products. Plastics Again, the Leominster, Mass.,
company that received polystyrene from the
fair, is a joint venture of Genpak Corp. and
Mobil Chemical Co.
The Cornell Waste Management Institute, a program of the Center for Environmental Research, focuses university resources on education about waste generation and composition, recycling, risk management and public decision-making.
Besides the Cornell Waste Management
Institute and the Syracuse University Project on Public Participation, the recycling
exhibit at the Fair was co-sponsored by the
New York State Association of Recyclers,
the New York State Association of Environmental Management Councils and the Environmental Action Coalition.
Included in the recycling exhibit, which
was staffed by professional and grassroots
recyclers from 23 New York counties and
which logged more than 25,000 visitors,
were these features:
• Three-dimensional displays covering
topics such as the garbage dilemma, changing consumer habits, household waste sepa-

SB*
Roger Segelken

Recycling stations, designed in part by the Cornell Waste Management Institute,
collected more than one-third of the trash in one New York State Fair building.

ration, kitchen and garage storage, hazardous wastes, backyard composting, environmentally sound lawn and garden practices,
end products and recycling in the
workplace.
• A recycling question-of-the-day poll
for all who visited the exhibit, with results
reported to the news media. Approximately
4,400 fair-goers gave their opinion on disposable diapers, deposits on tires and batteries, municipal composting of yard waste
and other issues.
• An exhibition of new consumer products made from recycled materials, including a picnic table, park benches, planters
and warehouse pallets, now on the market.

Message system provided on campus phones
The university's Department of Telecommunications is now providing a telephone message system that is cheaper and
more versatile than either an answering
service or an answering machine, according
to the department's senior engineer, Robert
Gabriel.
Called a voice mailbox, the AT&T computer controlled system requires no special
equipment, only an ordinary touch-tone
telephone.
The initial setup fee is $50 and the
monthly charge is $4.
Voice mailbox enables subscribers to
send messages to other Cornell voice-mail

subscribers from anywhere in the world at
any time. Users can monitor messages sent
to their campus phones from their homes or
anywhere in the world.
There is an option of hearing a brief
identification of each message before deciding which messages to hear in their entirety,
file for future attention or forward to another
subscriber.
The system also can signal subscribers'
home phones or any other phone in the
world that a message has been received on
their campus phone.
In addition, departments can use the system as a bulletin board for messages and in-

formation of interest to a number of persons.
Complete information on the AT&T system, known as AUDDC, which stands for
AUDio Information eXchange, is available
by calling Jan Brown at 255-5502.
Introduced on a trial basis in December,
the voice mailbox now has more than 300
faculty and staff users.
As a result of the positive reactions of
the trial users, the university has purchased
equipment to accommodate more than 1,000
subscribers, according to Gabriel. Additional components can be added.
— Martin B. Stiles

A separate composting exhibit in the
Horticultural Building showed different
types of materials that can be compostedIn addition, most of the fair's corrugate''
cardboard boxes were collected and recycled by RRT Empire Returns Corp. of
Utica.
After the fair ended Monday, the recycling exhibit — which is built almost entirely of recycled materials — won't go to
the garbage can.
The Waste Management Institute's
Cobb said. Parts of the modular exhibit will
be available for display at other fairsschools and community events.

Med college offers
latest treatments
for impotence
The Erectile Dysfunction Unit at the
New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center
is offering new methods of treating imp 0 '
tence, a condition that affects 10 percent ot
all sexually mature males in America todayImpotence can be caused by either phys1'
cal or psychological factors.
Although surgery to insert a penile i"*"
plant has been the traditional treatment f°f
impotence, new treatments are now avail'
able that can make surgery unnecessary.
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Employee Assistance Program Update
Free, Confidential Short-term Counseling and Referral Service
by Lauran Jacoby, Employee Relations Specialist

This past summer marked the seventh anniversary of Cornell's Employee Assistance Program (EAP). Over 700 cases
were handled in the past year and the start of the academic
year '89-'9O provides a good opportunity to remind you of the
EAP and to update you on some of its latest features.
The EAP provides free, confidential, short-term professional
counseling and referral for all Ithaca-based, regular faculty
and staff of Cornell as well as their dependents. These services
are provided by EAP counselors employed by the Family and
Children's Service of Ithaca, 204 N. Cayuga Street who can be
reached at 273-1129 for appointments. Services are also provided on campus, by appointment, at 219 Anabel Taylor Hall
by calling 273-1129.
Employees and their dependents are eligible for up to eight
hours of counseling at no cost. The EAP staff can help you and
your family by assessing and providing short-term treatment
for a wide range of personal, family and work-related concerns. Marital, financial, emotional, alcohol and drug-abuse
issues are some examples of the concerns addressed by the
EAP staff. The counselors are also well informed about outside resources. Directing employees and/or dependents to
appropriate services is an important part of the program.
In response to requests from the Cornell community and as
part of the most recently negotiated agreement with the
Family and Children's Service of Ithaca, the EAP has now
expanded hours to include one extra evening per week. EAP
counselors are now available for appointments on Tuesday,

OEO Offers
Practice Interview Program
Do you wonder how an employer reacts to your application and
resume? Would you like to practice an interview? Do you wish
you had a better idea about how to get a job at Cornell?

If so, the Practice Interview Program offered by Cornell's
Office of Equal Opportunity can help. This program is designed to help minorities, women, persons with disabilities, older adults and Vietnam-era veterans improve the
way they present themselves to employers.
While the program does not guarantee a job at Cornell, it
does give Cornell applicants and employees
• a chance to discuss how to get the job they want,
• help with applications and resumes,
• a practice interview and feedback on how it went.
For more information on the program, call the Office of
Equal Opportunity, 255-3976.

Performance Appraisal Series to
Begin Next Week

Wednesday and Thursday evenings, in addition to their standard daily business hours from Monday through Friday, 8:30
a.m. to 5:00 p.m..
Another expanded feature of the EAP involves the provision,
by the counselors, of specialized education and support groups
presented by the EAP counselors focusing on issues faced by
alcohol abusers, their family members and adult children of
alcoholics. At the request of supervisors, the EAP staff can also
make presentations to departments addressing alcohol and
substance-abuse awareness.
The third expanded service which the EAP now offers is the
extension of Family and Children's Service Credit Counseling
Program to employees who are eligible for EAP. This program offers confidential counseling services to individuals or
couples experiencing financial difficulties. If the EAP counselor and the client(s) agree that this would be helpful, the
counselor may refer the client to this program. The service is
offered at no cost to eligible employees.
Please remember that getting help is not complicated and that
no problem is too big or too small to bring to EAP. Appointments with an EAP counselor can be arranged by phone by
calling 273-1129 between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Monday—Friday. In addition, a 24-hour answering service is
available for after-hours or weekend calls in case of emergencies. Any contacts with the EAP staff, whether by phone or in
person, are always treated with total confidentiality.

How is Time Off from Work Handled
for EAP Appointments?
:
I
j
!

Time spent during regularly scheduled work hours conferring with an EAP counselor is considered sick leave or
personal leave. However, if an employee prefers to use- \
the program during work hours without the supervisor's
awareness, vacation time can be used to cover the ab'\ sence.
i Should an employee be referred for extended services be; yond EAP counseling, working hours spent away from
work may also be handled as sick leave, personal leave or
vacation.
NOTE: Regular full and part-ime employees at the NYS Agricultural Experiment Station in Geneva, NY, as well as their dependents, are covered under a separate Employee Assistance Program in
their locale. Services are provided through the Family Counseling
Service of the Finger Lakes, Inc., which is located at 671 South
Exchange Street, Geneva, NY. Geneva-based employees can arrange
an appointment by contacting the Family Counseling Service at
315-789-2613.
Regular employees who are not based in the Ithaca or Geneva areas
can utilize the Ithaca EAP over the phone by calling 607-273-1129
or arrange an appointment in person if you plan to travel to Ithaca.

Disability Notebook

Discrimination: Still A Fact of Life
for Many Persons with Disabilities
by Joan B. Fisher, coordinator of Disability Services
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was reintroduced
into Congress recently after it failed to be acted upon in 1988.
Introduced into the 101st Congress, the ADA of 1989 "establishes a clear and comprehensive prohibition of discrimination on the basis of disability." The purpose of the Act of 1989
is to:
• provide a clear and comprehensive national mandate for
the elimination of discrimination against individuals with
disabilities;
• provide a prohibition of discrimination against individuals with disabilities comparable to that afforded to individuals on the basis of race, sex, national origin, age and
religion;
• provide clear, strong, consistent, enforceable standards
addressing discrimination against individuals vith disabilities;

• invoke the sweep of congressional authority including its
power to enforce the 14th amendment and to regulate
Beginning next week Cornell Employment News will run a
commerce in order to address the major areas.
series of articles on issues relating to the performance ap- As part of the campaign to pass this Act persons with disabilipraisal process. The information will be taken directly from a
ties have flooded their legislators with letters conveying
Training and Development seminar on performance appraisal
experiences of discrimination they've experienced. The May
as directed by Senior Training Associate Sandra Carrington.
issue of The Association on Handicapped Student Service Programs in Postsecondary Education newsletter included portions
Some of the topics to be covered in this series include estab- of letters sent to representatives and senators.
lishing measurable expectations and standards based on job
• An advocate in Missouri wrote: "As a vocational rehabilitadescriptions; how to plan with special employees: new emtion counselor, I had placed a young man in an analyst
ployees, poor performers, insecure employees, experienced/
position with McDonnel Douglas. The examining M.D.
confident employees; increasing employee participation;
doing the job physical refused to believe that my client
developing performance goals with employees; and how to
could do the computer work involved and told him, "I
reduce anxiety.
don't think you can do it and if you don't get past me you
don't get the job." My client graduated college with
Other areas to be covered include anticipating/dealing with/
honors with a business and computer science degree. He
avoiding defensiveness and conflict; criticizing negative behas been accessing and working with computers for years."
havior in a positive way; causes of poor performance; how to
avoid decreasing morale when evaluating; the five most
• A man from Pennsylvania who has a mobility impairment wrote:
common problems to avoid in rating employee performance;
"I was invited to a wedding reception. I could not go
and coaching and counseling.
because the reception hall was inaccessible."

• A wheelchair user in Alaska said: "1 was denied a taxiride;the
driver said "The cab was not equipped for a wheelchair."
My chair will fit in any car, with the possible exception of
a VW bug."
• A volunteer with learning disabled people in Georgia testified:

"One gentleman would like to work for the local power
company. He is highly capable in the skills required, but
he cannot pass the test the company administers to applicants because of a reading disability."
• An Illinois man whose wife is disabled complained: "As a
spouse of a person with a disability, I am offended by the
constant choice we have to make concerning our family
activities. There are too many instances where we as a
family were denied participation because we wouldn't
separate from our disabled family member. Our children
and I are just appalled that we are put in the position of
destroying family unity to enjoy commonplace activities."
• A Florida man who uses a wheelchair wrote: "I went to a local

bowling alley and asked for a lane. I was refused for
"safety reasons." Naturally since 1 was in a wheelchair
making it obvious that I didn't have the brains to understand such things, they didn't bother to explain the "safety
reasons" to me."
• A service provider to hearing impaired people in Illinois testified:

"My staff and I are involved on a daily basis with severely
hearing impaired persons who do not have access to public
services. We have clients who are admitted into hospitals,
undergo surgery, and are released without the benefit of a
sign language interpreter to receive information critical to
their health. We have clients who have been arrested and
held in jail over night without ever knowing their rights
nor what they are being held for. Clients whose children
have been taken away from them are told to get parent
information, but they have no place to go because the services are inaccessible. What chance do they have to ever get
their children back?"
Continued on page 4
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ing Services, 160 Day Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca NY 14853-2801
Day Hall: (607) 255-5226
East Hill Plaza: (607) 255-7422
Employee Transfer Application. A resume and
i, department and job number, is recommended. Career counseling
by appointment.

•

Requests for referral and/or cover totters are not accepted from external candidates unless specified in
the ad. Candidate* should submit a completed and signed employment application which will remain
active 4 months. Interviews are conducted by appointment only.

•

cover
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Professional
: professional positions encompass a wide variety of
3 management, research support, computing, devel
i, finance and accounting, dining services and health care.
it a resume and cover latter (or each position, specifying the
,ob (Me, department & job number. Employees should include an
Emptoyw Transfer AppHcaikm.
Executive Assistant, President's Council of Women Leaders
(PA8405) HRII
University Council Office-Endowed
Provide administrative support tor the Presidents Council of Women
Leaders and assist the Council in carrying out its mission to help
strengthen the experiences and leadership opportunities tor women
alumni. Be responsible for the identification, recruitment, involvement, and development ot minority friends and alumni.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent. Abilityto communicate effectively and persuasively. Excellent written and oral communications skills; organizational and interpersonal skills essential. 3-5
years experience in public affairs, development or related area highly
desirable. Experience in coordinating and working with volunteers
highly desirable. Send cover letter and resume to Cynthia Smithbower by September 22.
Assistant Director of Development (PA8304) HRII
Public Affairs/College of Arts and Sciences-Endowed
Perform f undraising activities related to College of Arts and Sciences
in the areas of mid to upper range capital gifts. Work closely with
central development office and special and leadership gift programs.
Coordinate annual fund for the college. Work with high level
volunteers and advisory council members.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent- Minimum 3 years related
experience including experience in individual donor identification,
cultivation, and solicitation. Knowledge of fundraising practices/
policies pertinent to the development of large individual gifts Experience in working with volunteer groups. Knowledge of Cornell/
Collage of Arts and Sciences helpful. Send cover letter and resume
to Cynthia Smithbower by September 15.
Assistant Director, Corporate Development and Foundation Relations (PA8108) HRII
University Development-Endowed
Assist the Directors in the development and stewardship of the University's relationship with private foundations and corporations. Coordinate initiatives with staff, faculty, alumni and foundation and
corporate officers designed to increase support for the University.
Assist in the overall coordination of a broad range of non-individual
fund raising programs at Cornell University.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent from a recognized college
or university 3 years of related experience. Knowledge of private
foundations and corporations or other fundraising experience. Ability to communicate effectively, both orally and in writing. Knowledge
of Cornell or comparable major research university. Some knowledge of computerized record keeping and word processing. Travel
required. A demonstrated commitment to institutional advancement
in higher education. Send cover letter and resume to Cynthia Smithbower by September 15.
Research Support Specialist IN (PT7602) HRII
Agronomy-Statutory
Assist the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment Station Soil
Survey Leader in conducting the soil survey program, including field
operations, laboratory operations, research studies, and extension
activities as part of the National Cooperative Soil Survey. Until
January 14, 1993.
Requirements: Master's or equivalent in soil science with field soil
survey experience and strong background in basic sciences, geology, and mineralogy. Minimum 3 years laboratory experience is required. Familiarity with personal computers, database management
software, and geographic information systems is desired. Send
cover letter and resume to Bill Webster.
Environmental Hygienist II (PT8102) HRII
Environmental Health-Endowed
With general guidance from the Director, manage industrial hygiene
programs and identify, evaluate and control chemical, physical, and
biological hazards that may arise in the classroom, research laboratory, physical plant or other university workplaces and living units.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent in a physical or biological
science, or engineering field required. Master's in occupational/environmental health preferred. Experience in comprehensive environmental health program required. Excellent verbal and written
communication skills required. Valid NYS motor vehicle license
required. Send cover letter and resume to Bill Webster.
Technical Specialist II (PT8110) Level 37
CIT/Network Resources-Endowed
Manage a Network Operation Center, advising at a high level on all
technical matters. Coordinate operational and maintenance activities among CtT, other Cornell departments and outside regional and
national network facilities.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent with appropriate coursework in related field. 5-7 years with networks and network software
with an emphasis on TCP/IP and Unix environments. An understanding of network architectures, protocols, operations and network
management issues is required. Specific knowledge of regional and
national TCP/IP network operations desirable. Send cover letter and
resume to Bill Webster.
Technical Specialist I (PT8109) Level 36
CIT/Network Resources-Endowed
Provide high level problem diagnosis support to the Network Operation Center and it's clients. Install and maintain network router
software, tables, files and monitoring tools. Consult with network
clients on software interface issues. Act as liaison to national networks for operational software issues.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent with approprate coursework in related field. 3-5 years experience with network software with
emphasis on TCP/IP and UNIX. Knowledge ot several of the
following areas is highly desirable: DECNET. synchronous and
asynchronous data streams, token ring, ethernet and Appletalk.
Send cover letter and resume to Bill Webster.
Senior Systems Programmer/Analyst (PT8314) Level 35
CIT-Research and Analysis Systems-Endowed
Supervise and assist staff in developing, modifying, installing, and
analyzing complex software programs and packages on large and

small scale computer systems Plan and coordinate software installations. Monday-Friday, some weekends.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent with computer related
courses required. 3-5 years programming and machine architecture
experience. Knowledge of system utility programs, system control
languages (e.g.. JCL, REXX). Knowledge of operating systems
(e.g., VM/CMS, MVS. VMS, UNIX) Some supervisory experience
helpful. Send cover letter and resume to Bill Webster.
Senior Technical Consultant (PT8211) Level 35
CIT Services-Endowed
Provide technical consulting and supervise technical consulting
staff. Develop, implement and evaluate innovative consulting programs. Provide advanced technical support for CIT technologies.
Teach CIT courses; write user documentation.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent experience, with coursework in computing or related field. Extensive experience in the
development and delivery of user support programs. Extensive (510 years) experience with CIT-supported hardware and software,
including 2-3 years teaching experience. Excellent communications,
interpersonal and writing skills. Send cover letter and resume to Bill
Webster.
Systems Programmer/Analyst III (PA8401) Level 34
Theory Center-Endowed
Provide UNIX systems support, including coordination of systems
administration activities, for various workstation systems in the
Cornell National Supercomputer Facility (CNSF).
Requirements: Bachelor's in computer science or equivalent combination of education and experience. 3-5 years experience with an
understanding of UNIX and UNIX-based tools; experience with
multiple machine architecture; familiarity with networking and workstation-based user interfaces helpful; strong communication skills
Send cover letter and resume to Cynthia Smithbower.
Systems Programmer/Analyst III (PT8303) Level 34
Lab of Nuclear Studies-Endowed
Design, install, and maintain complex system software and hardware
components; assist users in identifying and resolving complex technical problems; analyze laboratory computing requirements; develop techniques for incorporating innovative computational and I/O
devices into data acquisition/analysis network.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent with related course work
required. 3-5 years programming experience. Knowledge of VMS,
UNIX, VM operating systems and FORTRAN. C programming languages; UNIX and/or VM device driver experience helpful. Send
cover letter and resume to Bill Webster.
Systems Analyst III (PT8308) Level 34 HRII
Mann Library-Statutory
Participate in the design and creation of scholarly databases. Develop and evaluate interfaces to bibliographic, numeric, and textual
information systems. Provide technical support for implementing
and maintaining systems for accessing, retrieving, and managing
scholarly information. Provide consultation, instruction, and support
to system users. Perform system analysis projects.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent with concentration in
computer or information science required 3-5 years systems design
and/or analysis experience Knowledge of a high-level programming
language and in-depth experience with a large-scale mainframe
interactive computer system. Knowledge of development, database
management, and search software. Send cover letter and resume
to Bill Webster.
Technical Consultant II (PT8416) Level 33
Biological Sciences-Endowed
Provide support for Biotechnology microcomputer networking (building and campus) including maintenance of the system and consultation for users. Help establish and maintain similar system in CorsonMudd Hall.
Requirements: Bachelors or equivalent. 2-3 years related experience. Microcomputer experience and networking experience essential. Send cover letter and resume to Bill Webster.
Applications Programmer/Analyst I (PT8411) Level 32
Dean's Office, College of Arts and Sciences-Endowed
Maintain and develop application software to support college administrative functions. Work with administrative computer users and
technical staff to support use of new and existing systems.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent experience. Minimum 12 years experience. Strong interpersonal and communication skills.
Familiarity with database concepts. DOS. Basic and Network applications. Send cover letter and resume to Bill Webster.
Applications Programmer I (PT7717) Level 32
Animal Science-Statutory
Design, write, implement, document and maintain applications software of a complex nature for the Northeast Dairy Records Processing Laboratory.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent in Animal Science/Computer Science. 1-2 years related experience. An agricultural background in the dairy field would be highly desirable as would programming experience in assembler language and CSP. Experience with
CICS desirable. Send cover letter and resume to Bill Webster.
Systems Analyst I (PT7518) Level 32
CISER-Endowed
Support and consult with staff in the operation of CISER's Survey
Research Facility and provide support of SPSSx. SPSS-PC and
SPSS-DE to CISER members and their affiliates.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent in Social Science preferred. 1-2 years related experience in survey research. Knowledge
of DBASE III. SPSSx, SPSS-PC, SPSS-DE. Good interpersonal and
communication skills. Send cover tetter and resume to Bill Webster.
Counselor (PA8403) HRI
State Programs Office-Endowed
Assist the Director of State Programs and the Assistant Director in
providing academic, personal, and financial counseling to H/EOP
students. Assist with recruitment and provide information about
program guidelines and institutional policies and procedures to
students, parents, and the Cornell community and guidance counselors.
Requirements: Bachelor's required. Minimum 2-3 years experience. Strong interpersonal skills Ability to work effectively with a
diversified minority and non-minority population. Ability to communicate effectively with various publics. Send cover letter and resume
to Cynthia Smithbower by September 22.
Graphics Designer (PA8402) HRI
Facilities Engineering-Endowed
Generate graphics and visual aids for written and oral reports.

Staffing Services will acknowledge receipt of all material by mail. Hiring supervisors will contact those
individuals selected for interview by phone; please include two or more numbers if possible. When
the position is filled, candidates should receive notification from the hiring supervisor.

Cornell University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer,
. . __
„. „.,__
- J o b Opportunities can be found on CUINFO

Provide drafting and technical support in the preparation of drawings
and other construction documents. Prepare rendered perspectives.
Provide design services and coordination of signage to University
clients.
Requirements: Bachelor's in design or fine arts or equivalent. Must
have and maintain a valid driver's license. Knowledge and experience involving graphics and photography is essential. Experience in
architectural or engineering drawings or equivalent is necessary.
CADD experience desired. Excellent oral and interpersonal communication skills required. Send cover letter and resume to Cynthia
Smithbower by September 22.
Registrar (PA8404) HRI
Summer Session-Endowed
Design, execute, and oversee registration procedures for Summer
Session and Extramural Study. Coordinate and supervise operations of Extramural Study as well as the Continuing Education
Information Service. Supervise Division receptionist and registrar
support staff.
Requirements: Bachelor s or equivalent required. Minimum 2
years experience. Thorough knowledge of registration procedures
and Bursar system preferred. PC and detailed work expnence
required. Excellent supervisory and communication skills required.
Send cover letter and resume to Cynthia Smithbower by September
22.
Senior Accountant (PC8402) HRI
Statutory Finance and Business Services-Statutory
Provide assistance in the management of the Statutory Restricted
Fund Accounting Office. This office provides the prime post award
administrative and financial support to the 4 statutory colleges and
the Geneva Experiment Station for administration of grants, contracts, and gifts totalling 74 million dollars annually. Monitor managerial indicators for efficient and effective office operation, ensuring
that service expectations are achieved, and prepare tracking reports
for the manager. Assist in the administration of the office operating
policies and procedures.
Requirements: Bachelor's in accounting or equivalent; MBA or
equivalent is desirable. Coursework in fund accounting desirable.
Minimum 3 years experience in grant/contract (fund) accounting.
Working knowledge of IBM-PC. Lotus 1-2-3 (Symphony). Experience in design and implementation of managerial computer reports
Send cover letter and resume to Esther Smith, Staffing Services.
East Hill Plaza. Ithaca. NY 14850.
Manager of Systems (PT8305) HRI
Engineering Admissions/Undergraduate Programs-Endowed
Manage data systems fpr the College Admissions Office, as well as
for the Advising. Minority Programs and Registrar's Offices. Responsible for the systematic organization and security ol computer files,
the maintenance of a large Macintosh network, and the administration ot several large database systems.
Requirements: Bachelor s or equivalent preferred. Knowledge of
IBM PC's and Apple Macintosh; previous experience using dBase
and related software. Knowledge of computer networking procedures required. Previous experience in computer systems administration desirable. Send cover letter and resume to Bill Webster.
Assistant Director (PA8302) HRI
Conference Services-Endowed
Provide administrative assistance to Director Supervise the comprehensive planning and implementing process for all registered
conferences, workshops and special programs held on campus.
Conferences range in size from ten to twenty five hundred people.
Meet with faculty, deans, directors, alumni and corporate executives
to determine goals and objectives ot the individual programs and how
Cornell can best meet their needs
Requirements: Bachelors or equivalent in Hotel Administration or
3-4 years experience with conferences or special event planning.
Proven supervisory skills. Marketing, public relations, contract
negotiating, public speaking and organizational skills a must. 2 years
related experience in fiscal/management/administration or equivalent. 'Note-due to heavy summer conferences scheduling-summer
vacation is not permitted. Send cover letter and resume to Cynthia
Smithbower.
Personnel Associate (PA8301) HRI
Finance and Business Services-Statutory
Counsel Statutory personnel concerning the Optional Retirement
Plan and Tax Deterred Plans; answer questions regarding NYSERS.
health, dental, select benefits, etc.; conduct employee benefit seminars; develop CER materials and conduct CER training sessions:
maintain accurate computer data for ORP and TDP including balancing and reconciling of reports.
Requirements: Bachelor's in personnel administration or related
field or equivalent. 2 years related benefits and/or personnel
administration experience Experience in personnel, benefits-counseling and knowledge of retirement plans and tax-deferred plans is
desirable. Good interpersonal and communication skills required
Knowledge of basic accounting procedures required. Send cover
letter and resume to Cynthia Smithbower.
Research Support Specialist (PT8106) HRI
Equine Drug Testing-Statutory
Under general supervision, isolate, purify and identity drug and drug
metabolites from blood and urine Develop and evaluate new drug
detection methods using TLC and HPLC. Provide back-up support
for PC use.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent in chemistry, biochemistry
or related field. Several years experience with drug metabolism and
use of HPLC. Some experience with PC, DOS, and Mac hardware'
software needed. Send cover letter and resume to Bill Webster.
Research Support Specialist I (PT6904) HRI
Veterinary Pathology-Statutory
Provide investigative assistance and technological support to the
Flow Cytometry Labs. Plan and execute research experiments
related to the effects of oncogenes and chromosomal aberrations on
cell differentiation. Supervise staff and/or participate in performing
tasks related to celt culture, protein and nucleic acid analysis and flow
cytometry; measure protein and RN A synthetic rates by radio labeled
precursors. Assist in the analysis of data and in preparing results for
publication.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent in relevant biological or
physical sciences; Master's preferred. 2-3 years related laboratory
experience required (techniques related to flow cytometry and tissue
culture). Send cover letter and resume to Bill Webster.
Research Support Aide (PT7516) HRI
CISER-Statutory
Provide support in form of direct consultation with faculty and grad
students in quantitative social/economic research. Assist in use of

data resources on campus. Answer questions supplying data from
public data files on a cost-recovery basis.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent required. 1 -2 years experience within a data archive or academic, reference staff; some knowledge of automated systems or ability to work with automated
systems. Must be able to work within a team and communicate
effectively. Familiarity with machine-readable data files, knowledge
of federal statistical programs, federal documents, social science
research methods, grad work in library or information science, and
computing skills-micro and mainframe desired. Send cover letter
and resume to Bill Webster.

Professional Off-Campus
Executive Staff Assistant (PC8409) HRI
Division of Nutritional Sciences/CFNPP-Washington, DC-Statutory
Provide administrative assistance to the Deputy Director for Economic Policy and associated researchers. Oversee administrative
operations of 8-country projects based in Washington, DC and
implemented in Africa.
Requirements: Bachelor's preferred and/or 3 years previous office
experience. Proven ability to work independently, take initiative and
handle many assignments simultaneously. Experience using microcomputers, preferably WordPerfect. Excellent grammatical skills.
Familiairty with international work and a basic understanding of
African geography preferred. Fluency in a foreign language preferred. Send cover letter and resume to Esther Smith, Staffing
Services, East Hill Plaza, Ithaca, NY 14850.

Professional Part-time
Area Supervisor II (PT8413) Level 34
Government/History-Endowed
Choose, purchase, install, maintain and support hardware and
software in a microcomputer/mainframe terminal facility. Responsible for mainframe account administration, physical security, and
microcomputer software lending. Social science statistical consultant. Also responsible for organizing classes for users in the use of
software for word processing, database management, and statistical
analysis. Approximately 20 hours per week.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent required, preferably in the
social sciences. Substantial experience with statistical and word
processing computing on IBM mainframe and microcomputers.
Minimum 3-5 years computer experience with MVS. tapes. CMS.
SAS, SCRIPT, SPSS. IBM PC'S. WordPerfect, SYSTAT, NOTEBOOK, Macintoshes. Microsoft WORD, and similar software. Send
cover letter and resume to Bill Webster.
Systems Programmer/Analyst II (PT7411) Level 33
Modern Languages and Linguistics-Endowed
Under general supervision, support speech synthesis and analysis
in the DMLL Phonetics Laboratory. General responsibility for maintaining software on several computer systems including SUN 160c
Workstation (UNIX). IBM-PC/AT (DOS). POP 11/73 & 40. and MAC
II. 20 hours per week.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent experience and training.
2-3 years related experience Knowledge of UNIX and C required
Ability to develop systems software (such as device drivers), help
developers of applications software with system-specific problems;
port existing software to new computers; interface existing software
with specific hardware (such as A/D converters); develop and
maintain networks: enhance existing software with new features
(including graphic display of data); do applications program development; and write documentation. Knowledge of and interest in signal
processing useful, but not essential. Send cover letter and resume
to Bill Webster.

Technical
As a prominent research institution, Cornell University has a diverse
need for laboratory, electro/mechanical and computer support
Individuals with backgrounds in computer science, biology, microbiology, chemistry, animal husbandry, plant science and medical
laboratory techniques are encouraged to apply; applicants with
ASCP or AHT licenses are in particular demand.
Submit a resume and cover letter for each position, specifying the
job title, department and job number, to Bill Webster, 160 Day Hall.
Skill assessment check lists, available at the Day Hall office, are a
valuable aid when applying for computer or laboratory related
positions.
A.V. Aide, GR17(T8208)
Statler Hotel-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $495.36
Set-up of all AV equipment required in the hotel. Some nights and
weekendsRequirements: High School diploma or equivalent required, AV
communication coursework preferred. 1 year experience with AV
equipment; good interpersonal and communication skills; ability to
handle last-minute changes; familiarity with Cornell helpful.
Technician, GR18 (T4527)
Food Science-Statutory
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $513.94
Conduct research on physical and functional properties of proteins
on foods-surface active properties, foaming, geluation. protein separation and purification, etc.
Requirements: Bachelor's in science and experience in lab research. Minimum 1 year related experience. Knowledge of protein
chemistry, separation and analyses, some experience with physical
properties, measurements and functional properties, spectrophotometric analysis, chromatography. electrophoresis desirable.
Technician, GR19 (T8403)
Genetics and Development-Statutory
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $535.78
Provide technical and administrative support for the efficient operation of a genetics laboratory. Duties include participation in research,
maintenance and ordering of laboratory supplies and maintenance
of a collection of genetic strains of C. elegans.
Requirements: Associate's or equivalent with coursework in genet-

required: Bachelor's with coursework in genetics preferred,
linimum 1 year laboratory experience.
«chnician, GR19(T8206)
^lerinary Microbiology-Baker Institute-Statutory
Jjnimum Biweekly Salary: $535.78
ide technical services to a virology/molecular biology laboratory
itigating viral diseases of animal and/or humans. Prepare and
in cell cultures, viruses, bacteria and plasmids. Conduct a
ot virological, immunological, molecular biologic and bactelical procedures and assist in maintenance ot the laboratory,
lents: Associate's or equivalent in biological sciences. 1
experience in biology lab. Able to conduct routine lab procefrom protocols; experience with molecular biological techuseful.
ician, GR19 (T8013)
—dies and Development-Statutory
JJNmum Biweekly Salary: $535.78
gjrry out biochemical and molecular biology experiments such as
I ^ A isolation, blotting, sequencing. Perform plant tissue and
! *Jc'obial culture. Responsible for general lab organization and
J^Puter data entry.
^Muirements: Associate's or equivalent required; Bachelor's or
•NUivatent in biology, chemistry, or biochemistry preferred. 1 year
] ^Penence in a biology or biochemistry laboratory.
l^hnician, GR20 (T8409)
Ja9nostic Laboratory-Statutory
"'"'mum Biweekly Salary: $558.78
,Ssist technical staff in performing microbiological and immunologi' a ' tests on specimens as requested by clinicians to aid in the
jj a 9nosis ot infections in animals. Monday-Friday, 39 hours per
j o f ^ w i t h Saturday rotation.
IJ^lUirements: Bachelors or equivalent in microbiology or related
I I*KI. v 2 years general lab experience.
I Juratory Technician, GR20 (T8111)
yroriomy-Statutory
? n 'nium Biweekly Salary: $558.78
, ; a9e lab activities in the Soil Characterization Laboratory; digitr
aw! a p s a n d e n t e r / e d ' ' d a t a ' n t n e Soi' Information Systems Labo' SuS, Perform analysis of soils; assist in field soil sampling;
Ikr^'ise and train employees.
. ^ i r e m e n t s : Bachelor's or equivalent in soils, agronomy, natural
e> U r c e s o r related field. Laboratory training required. Laboratory
"ence and familiarity with personal computers desired.

rrs2

'onic Technician (Communication Technician), GR20
Crr6'
I,, 'Network Services-Endowed
Biweekly Salary: $558.78
ietup/test/installation assistance for local area networks and
networking equipment. Assist in assembly of cables and
'erals; test/install cables, terminals, network and communicaiment Occasional over-time.
ts: BOCES diploma or equivalent in electronics rel"6^; college coursework in related field desired. Relevant techni„. 6«penence desired- Accuracy, logic and attention to detail;
T'srsonal, organizational and time management skills essential.
V,,"*?1 Health Technician, GR20 (T7905)
l£*inary Medical Teaching Hospital-Statutory
C % m Biweekly Salary: $558.78
H^fle support therapy for ICU patients and assist with emergency
tJ^Jures. Teach intensive care and emergency protocol to stuI JJJSassignedtolCUduty. Some weekends and holidays Rotating
l*U*L^ P m.-11 p.m. and 11 p.m.-7 a.m.
^ M r e m e n t s : Associate's or equivalent in animal health technolu j ' and NYS licensure (or eligibility) required. Minimum 2 years
L *Q experience. Experience working with small animals, interest
' Caching critical care techniques preferred.
"°mf>uter Operator, GR21-24 (T8205)
j'-tndowed
-'""Hum Biweeklyy Salary:
y $607.04
large scale computer systems and associated peripheral
^ t :
monitor data communications networks; consult with
. "aor customer engineers and department support staff 39 hours
I|*eek/shif1-work/weekends.
: Associate's or equivalent. 1-2 years experience in
^ui
a
processing facilities Computer operating experience
a a comm
ed; ^ *
unications experience helpful Knowledge of
PtJter hardware, software, operating systems, and programming
ages
an, GR21 (T8410)
y
crobiology-Statutory
Biweekly Salary: $582.29
^ P cell and organ culture experiments and perform required
P'emical analyses on these experiments. Prepare protocols and
« . o n °' data. Basic laboratory maintenance.
•merits: Bachelor s or equivalent in chemistry, biochemistry,
^ ' a r biology or microbiology. 2-4 years experience with setting
id organ culture experiments Experience with biochemical
'echniques and general lab maintenance.
f^^nn i c iia n , GR21 (T8414)
l i " ' r y and Avian Sciences-Statutory
" m Biweekly Salary: $582.29
5rw VP a n d perform experiments in animal development, cell biology
chnology. Study genetic and environmental influences on
'id development using cytogenetic. tissue culture, histology.
t, ^ochemical techniques. Operate tissue culture facility, keep
Lading and lab records, and perform computer assisted computer
'^"irements: Bachelor s or equivalent in biology, biochemistry or
ience. Minimum 1-2 years experience. Laboratory expeid demonstrated ability to work independently. Experience
•erest in animal research essential Some experience in
^emicai and cellular techniques desirable.
•£ h hician, GR21 (T8408)
g n o s t i c Laboratory-Statutory
-/•"num Biweekly Salary: $582.29
icrobiological and immunological tests on specimens with
s on Salmonella species.
J^'rements: Bachelor's or equivalent in clinical microbiology or
:fyj'*<ifield. Basic lab skills with emphasis on clincial micrbiology
f i ^ ^ m e immunology, 1 -2 years experience required. As part of
iogy section, familiarity with all procedures is necessary to
' e prompt and thorough testing of samples.
hr

^ »ician, GR21 (T8313)
C. a Science-Statutory
V"»um Biweekly Salary: $582.29
CJ^ct analyses of lipid content and fatty acid composition of
H ^ ^ Perform serum lipoprotein analyses, gas-chromatography,
ip^ electrophoresis, animal nutrition/feeding trials. Study envolved in lipid metabolism; conduct RIA assays of eicosaments: Bachelor's or equivalent in chemistry or biochem"red and 2 years related experience. Experience in labora^ j - ^search; knowledge of lipids nutrition and instrumental methchromatography, HPLC and spectrometers. Familiarity
c
°rnputers and radioimmunoassays.
h

a n , GR21 (T8312)
j n >iology-Statutory
^ ' " l u m Biweekly Salary: $582.29
Phys* in projects aimed at characterizing types, abundances and
6
<o! lo '°9 lca l activities of microorganisms in laboratory and field
t

C

^ m e n t s : Bachelor's or equivalent in microbiology or related
Wine required. 1 -2 years experience. Microscopy and aseptic

technique required. Photography/darkroom procedures, analytical
chemistry, handling of 14C, and data entry and analysis skills
desired.
Technician, GR21 (T8310)
Diagnostic Laboratory-Statutory
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $582.29
Perform viral and chlamydial isolation procedures on clinical specimens. Perform a variety of serologicat tests including serum neutralization, agar gel immunodiffusion, and hemagglertinah inhibition.
Perform fluorescent antibody procedures, tissue culture, and reagent preparation.
Requirements: Bachelor's in microbiology or biology required 12 years work experience. Good sterile and basic microbiological
techniques required.
Technician, GR21 (T7511)
Diagnostic Laboratory-Statutory
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $582.29
Perform microbiological and immunologica! tests on specimens as
requested by clinicians to aid in the diagnosis of infections in animals
and humans.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent in clinical microbiology.
ASCP or MLT license desirable Basic lab skills with emphasis on
clinical microbiology and some immunology. Minimum of 1 year
experience in a clinical lab performing diagnostic procedures in
bacteriology and immunology
Technician, GR21 (T8101)
Biochemistry, Molecular and Cell Biology-Statutory
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $582.29
Purify proteins for several laboratories in the Biotechnology Building.
Operate HPLC on FPLC apparatus; perform other procedures in
Biochemical Laboratory. 2 year appointment.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent in chemistry or biochem
istry required. 1 -2 years experience, including experience in protein
purification. Experience with HPLC on FPLC system preferred.
Technician, GR22 (T7907)
Veterinary Pathology-Statutory
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $607.04
Provide technological support for research in the molecular pathogenesis of neuromuscular disease, in particular X-linked muscular
dystrophy (Duchenne-type). Primarily responsible for molecular and
biochemical aspects of research and for conduct of experimental
procedures. Participate in organization and maintenance of laboratory.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent in biological science. 1
year minimum documentable experience in laboratory procedures,
preferably involving molecular techniques and/or cell culture. Working knowledge of appropriate laboratory equipment. Familiarity with
handling radioactive compounds. Animal handting experience
desired.
Technician, GR22 (T8307)
Agricultural and Biological Engineering-Statutory
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $607.04
Provide technical support in the examination of anaerobic digestion
in the treatment of wastewater in the milk processing industry.
Coordinate collection of composited wastewater samples from a
plant in Friendship, NY and delivery to pilot test facility in Ithaca.
Responsible for all aspects of research; perform computer data
storage and analysis.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent in engineering or related
sciences desired. 1 -2 years experience in wet chemistry analysis,
operation of gas chromatography instruments, solid analysis, automatic scales and other laboratory equipment required. Experience
in conducting biological experiments with bacteria.
Environmental Safety Technician, GR23 (T8107, T8406)
Environmental Health-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $632.84
Perform routine inspections of laboratories and other workplaces to
evaluate health hazards; investigate reports of possible health hazards. Perform environmental sampling and maintain instruments
Requirements: Associates or equivalent required; Bachelor's or
equivalent with coursework in chemistry, biology, or engineering
preferred. Some laboratory experience as well as health and safety
training desirable; good interpersonal skills essential. 2-3 years
related experience desired.
Electronics Technician, GR25 (T8412)
Computer Science-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $694.38
Provide support, design and planning for the department's computing facilities and hardware. Provide hardware maintenance on a
wide range of computing hardware, including direct electronic circuit
repair to the component level of digital and analog circuits. Perform
site and facilities planning; negotiate and supervise the implementation of maintenance contracts
Requirements: Associate's or equivalent in electronics plus minimum 5 years experience in the analysis and repair of electronic
computing circuits. Knowledge of a wide range of computing
systems including engineering workstations and minicomputers.
Experience with sophisticated electronic test equipment, such as
logic analyzers, TDRs. and digital storage oscilloscopes. Experience with Ethernet networks valuable and with data communications
equipment essential. Good problem solving skills and capable of
independent decisions. Ability to communicate and interact with
wide range of people is critical

Technical Off-Campus
Part-time Technical Assistant, GR17 (T8404)
Plant Pathology-Geneva-Statutory
Minimum full-time equivalent: $495.36
Assist in conducting experiments involving the causal agents, biology, and control of Phytophthora root and crown rots of deciduous
fruit trees and raspberries. Assist in evaluation of field experiments
examining the efficacy of various control strategies for fruit crop
diseases. Monday-Friday. 8 a.m.-12 noon.
Requirements: Minimum 1-2 years coursework in botany, plant
science or plant pathology. Experience with inoculation and evaluation techniques involving diseases caused by Monilinia fructicola
and Phytophthora spp. is essneltal.
Technician, GR21 (T8407)
Avian and Aquatic Animal Medicine-Duck Research Lab, Eastport-Statutory
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $582.29
Process diagnostic and research specimens for isolation and identification of bacterial fungi and viruses. Perform histopathologic and
serologic techniques. Biologies production, including quality control.
Some clerical duties.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent in biology with coursework
in immunology, microbiology, biochemistry and computers. Medium
typing. 1 -2 years research laboratory experience. Computer skills
required.

Technical Part-time
Computer Consultants (T8212)
CIT-Workstation Resources-Endowed
A variety of part-time, temporary positions (with flexible scheduling)
are available in customer support and consultation. Excellent
learning opportunity. Schedules available 15-30 hours per week.
Monday-Saturday.
Requirements: Experience with a broad range of technologies
(micro- and mainframe) with general knowledge of major application
software (wordprocessing, DBMS, operating systems, etc.)- Excellent communication skills and positive customer service orientation

are essential. Knowledge of the Cornell computing environment preferred. Send cover letter and resume to Carol Lambert, CIT Resource Services, Cornell University. Computing and Communications Center, Ithaca, NY 14853
Technician, GR20 (T8306)
Poultry and Avian Sciences-Statutory
Minimum full-time equivalent: $558.78
Organize and perform research in avian reproductive endocrinology,
Perform experimental procedures including molecular endocrinology techniques, RIA, some animal work and data analysis, MondayFriday, 4 hours per day until 6/30; 90. continuation contingent upon
funding.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent in biological science desired. 1-2 years lab experience required Technical expertise in
radioisotope usage and molecular biology techniques. Able 1o work
independently; mainframe and microcomputer familiarity.
Technician, GR21 (T8405)
Biotechnology Program-Endowed
Minimum 'ull-time equivalent: £582.29
Assist in the operation of scientific instruments, including operating
a computer and performing general lab activities in a service facility.
Operate a flow cytometer and a spectrotluorometer; maintain lab
apparatus and supplies. Monday-Friday, 20 hours per week.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent in physical or biological
sciences preferred. Minimum 2 years of lab experience involving the
use of some instrumentation Some programming experience is
desirable but not essential
Media Technician, GR21 (T8210)
Law School-Endowed
Minimum full-time equivalent: $582.29
Supervise and perform the operations of audio visual equipment and
services at the Cornell Law School, including classroom support and
special events functions. Serve as primary media technician for
internal production of audio visual material. Monday Friday, 1-5
(flexible).
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent <n communications, instructional media, or equivalent experience Knowledge ot operations of all commonly used audio visual equipment with emphasis on
video recording systems; ability to trouble shoot this equipment
Supervisory experience strongly preferred. Excellent interpersonal
and management skills.

Technical Temporary
Field Assistant (T8415)
Plant Breeding and Biometry
Harvest tomato samples for research in molecular genetics. Some
lab work possible. Full-time; September October.
Requirements: Able to lift 50 pounds Submit an application by
September 13 to Bill Webster.
Research Support Specialist (PT8304)
Center for International Studies/Carpenter Chair-Endowed
Conduct supervised library research projects on a variety of international topics involving American, European and Asian politics (economic, security and cultural affairs). Organize and manage research
files. 15-20 hours per week. Up to 12 months.
Requirements: Master's or equivalent research experience in the
social sciences (political science/history preferred) PhD or equivalent preferred. Research experience; some foreign language skills;
word processing.
Computer Programmer (T8204)
Agricultural Economics-Statutory
Revise existing programs written in Fortran and Turbo Pascal for a
microcomputer. Revise program which transfers data to the Fortran
Program Monday-Friday, 20-39 hours per week. Until 12/31/89.
Requirements: Sufficient course work to understand Fortran and
Turbo Pascal programs written tor a microcomputer. Knowledge of
microcomputers and Fortran and Turbo Pascal for microcomputers.
Casual Computer Operator (T8113)
CIT
Hourly rate: $6.25
Responsible for the overall operation of a CIT public computer
facility, operating NEXT, Mac, IBM Personal System II and Cornell
mainframe systems (IBM and VAX), Maintain an online queuing
system for micro users, handting minor hardware and software
problems, and/or reporting them to the appropriate technical support
person. Monitor peripheral equipment such as printers, plotters and
networks. Monday-Friday, midnight-4 a.m.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent required; Associate's in computer science preferred. Familiarity with the operation
of IBM micros (including Personal System Ms), Apple Macintosh
PCs, Appletalk and Novell networks and Cornell mainframe system
(IBM and VAX) desired. Some knowledge of microcomputer software packages essential.
Casual Animal Technician (T8003)
Laboratory of Animal Services-Statutory
Provide weekend and holiday care of lab animals (feed, water, clean
and monitor) following strict protocols for sterile or disease control
environments and regulations for animal welfare. Maintain animal
records. May include assisting Vets in treating and vaccinating
animals. Saturday. Sunday, and holidays, 16-20 hours per week.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent required Associate's in animal science desired Assistant animai certificate helpful
Knowledge of a variety of iab animals and animal breeding required
1 year animal experience. Ability to lift 50 pounds. Pre-employment
physical and all necessary immunization required.

Office Professionals
Approximately half of at! University openings are for Office Professionals. Individuals with secretarial, word processing (IBM PC,
Macintosh, Wang. Micom), data entry, technical typing, or medium
to heavy typing (45-60+ wpm) are encouraged to apply
Submit a signed employment application and resume. Requests
for referral and/or cover letters are not accepted from external
candidates unless specified in the ad. Qualified applicants wiil be
invited for a preliminary interview at our East Hill Plaza office.
Telephone Operator, GR17 (C8405)
Telecommunications-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $495.36
Provide caller related assistance when University is open. Operate
Telex when required; answer approximately 500-600 calls per day.
Fall, Winter, Spring, Monday-Friday, 9;30-6:00; Summer, MondayFriday, 8:30-5.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Able to work
independently. Good communications and interpersonal skills. CRT
and keyboard skills preferred. Light typing. Send cover letter and
resume to Esther Smith, Staffing Services, East Hill Plaza, Ithaca,
NY 14850.
Searcher, GR18 (C8408)
Serials/Centeral Technical Services-CUL-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $513.94
Under supervision of Documents Librarian, responsible for searching government document, monograph and serial materials received
in Documents Section.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Some college
coursework desirable. Minimum 1 -2 years related work experience
Attention to detail and ability to perform complex tasks. Strong
organization skills essential. Light typing.

Accounts Assistant, GR18 (C8404)
Unions and Activities-Noyes Center-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $513.94
Responsible for all cash handling, petty cash, and Cornellcards. Act
as Week Day Manager tor and give supervision to retail areas. 10
month position.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Some college
coursework desired. Minimum 1 -2 years of previous experience in
cash handling and accounting procedures. Accuracy and timeliness
are essential. Must be able to use standard office business machines. Knowledge ot computers (IBM-PC-XT) preferred. Light
typing.
Secretary, GR18 (C8313)
Office of Equal Opportunity-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $513.94
Serve as receptionist for busy office. Type correspondence; reports
and statistical information; coordinate applicant flow material; proc
ess student employment forms including timecards, maintain general office files; handle office mail.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Business oi
secretarial school desirable. Minimum 1 -2 years experience and skit!
in general office procedures. Working knowledge ot word processing. Microsoft Word on Macintosh most desirable. Knowledge of
student employment process beneficial. Good organizational/communication skills. Ability to work under pressure with several
interruptions. Medium typing.
Office Assistant, GR18 (C8315)
University Relations/Government Affairs/Community RelationsEndowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $513.94
Provide secretarial, receptionist, and clerical support to the supervisor and other staff members. Type; file; answer telephone; handle
mail. Other duties as assigned.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Minimum J.-2
years secretarial experience (some college coursework desired).
Heavy and accurate typing; knowledge of WordPerfect 5.0 and IE M
computers. Able to work under deadline and maintain confidenct s.
Excellent grammar and proofreading. Attention to detail. Strong organizational, interpersonal and communication skills.
Secretary/Receptionist, GR18 (C8310)
Cornell Abroad-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $513.94
Serve as information resource for department, staff and visitors;
provide secretarial and clerical support to the Director and Assistant
Director; screen calls; greet visitors, schedule appointments; hand
out general information; arrange meetings; type and proofread
correspondence.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Some college
coursework desirable. Minimum 1-2 years related experience.
Wordprocessing/computer (Mac) experience. Excellent communication skills. Attention to detail. Able to work independently, set
priorities and interact well with the public.
Secretary/Receptionist, GR19 (C8407)
Economics-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $558.78
Provide secretary and receptionist support to several faculty; assist
the department Executive Officer in the monitoring ot department
expenses; maintain accurate files; handle all typing of correspondence, research and coursework. Answer inquiries (telephone and
in person). Travel arrangements; some accounting. Other duties as
assigned.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Some college
coursework desirable. Experience in technical typing, word processing, IBM (WordPerfect 4.2/5.0). Able to deal with a variety of people
Medium typing.
Secretary, GR19 (C8411)
Hotel Administration-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $535.78
Provide secretarial support for faculty in the area of teaching and
research in food science. Using IBM PC (WordPerfect) respond to
correspondence, type exams, class handouts and reports; respond
to telephone inquiries; travel and guest lecturer arrangements;
heavy student contact
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Some college
coursework preferred Minimum 2 years experience. Knowledge of
wordprocessing. Experience with IBM PC (WordPerfect), Familiar
with culinary, chemicals, and biological terms, symbols and abbreviations. Excellent organization, interpersonal and communication
skills. Heavy typing.
Administrative Aide, GR20 (C8414)
Council of the Creative and Performing Arts-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $558.78
Provide administrative and secretarial assistance primarily to the
Program Director and Council members. Work with humanities and
fine arts departments to expedite arts programs; handle inquiries;
schedule meetings; assist with gathering information tor proposals
and for publication of events in the humanities and the arts; provide
secretarial assistance to the Campus Activities Center. This position
will be shared by two departments.
Requirements: Associate s or equivalent. Minimum 2-3 years
office and secretarial experience. Strong organizational and typing
skills with ability to operate word processor tor correspondence,
mailings, reports, programs, notices, etc. Knowledge of Microsoft
Word, Excel. Pagemaker needed or ability to learn. Familiarity with
Cornell accounting. Medium typing.
Secretary, GR20 (C8410)
Division of Nutritional Sciences'CFNPP-Statutory
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $558.78
Provide secretarial support to administrative staff of Cornell Food
and Nutrition Policy Program Draft and type correspondence,
manuscripts, proposals, etc. using WordPerfect; maintain calendars;
arrange travel advances and reimbursements. Other duties as
assigned.
Requirements: Associate's or equivalent. Minimum 2-3 years
progressively responsible experience; proven ability to work independently. Able to work under pressure and handle multi-assignments. Microcomputer experience, Farniliarwithinternationalwork,
knowledge of foreign language helpful. Heavy typing.
Secretary, GR20 (C6702)
Unions and Activities-Robert Purcell Union-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $558.78
Provide secretarial assistance tor the Director, 2 Assistant Directors,
student volunteers and employees. Duties include typing; administrative, reservationist. receptionist and operational responsibilities:
extensive contact with students.
Requirements: Associates or equivalent. Minimum 2 years secretarial experience essential Shorthand preferred. Good communication (written and oral) skills essential. An ability to work in a dynamic
atmosphere. Related word processing or IBM PC-XT experience
preferred. Heavy typing.
Secretary, GR20 (C8308)
University Relations-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $558.78
Schedule and organize the Executive Director's and the Senior
Education Editors calendar; answer telephone; gather information;
meet the public; type material for the office of the vice president and
university relations.
Requirements: Associate's or equivalent. Minimum 2-3 years
secretarial experience. Knowledge of university and administration
preferred. Word processing experience and extreme accuracy.
Good independent judgment in setting priorities and handling confidential materials. Medium typing.
Secretary, GR20 (C8303)
Chemistry-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $558.76

Disability

Continued from pagel

• A New Yorker who uses a wheelchair said: "I

was asked to leave a factory outlet store
that had a posted "no stroller" rule in
effect."
Members of Congress want to hear your story
or those of your friends. Write to your representative and senator at the following addresses:
The Honorable
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Jobs
Continued from page 3
Provide secretariat and administrative support for the graduate
faculty representative. Responsible for coordinating the admissions
process for over 300 applicants per year; maintain files; prepare
correspondence with over 800 potential applicants and schedule 6070 student visits per year: maintain databases.
Requirements: Associate's in secretarial science or equivalent.
Minimum 2-3 years in office setting with computer skills (preferably
with Macintosh) Interpersonal and human relations skills essential.
Good knowledge of graduate school procedures preferred. Medium
typing.
Administrative Aide, GR20 (C8311)
Public Affairs/College of Arts and Sciences-Endowed

Minimum Biweekly Salary: $556.78
Provide administrative support for Director of Development. Prepare
routine and special reports using the public affairs computer system;
supervise the gift acknowledgment system; responsible for office
accounting-, supervise student employees. Assist in planning and
coordinating meetings including the college advisory meetings and
special events: coordinate mass mailings.
Requirements: Associate's or equivalent. Minimum 2-3 years of
administrative experience. Excellent organizational, interpersonal
and communications skills. Knowledge of Public Affairs and/or
Cornell helpful. Word processing/computer (IBM-PC) experience.
Able to work independently and meet deadlines. Medium typing.
Administrative Aide, GR20 (C8201)
National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $558.78
Provide administrative and secretarial assistance to NAIC research
group. Purchase electronic components; maintain accounting system; prepare technical publications; reports, etc.; type; make travel
arrangements. Maintain technical files and library. Other duties as
assigned.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Associate's
preferred. Minimum 2-3 years related experience. Excellent typing
skills including technical. Knowledge of microcomputer applications
essential. Able to use technical software e.g., WordPerfect, Britscientek. Knowledge of Cornell endowed accounting system necessary.
Excellent organizational, interpersonal and communication skills.
Able to work independently. Medium typing.
Conference Coordinator, GR20 (C8304)
Conference Services-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $558.78
Provide administrative assistance in planning and programming
various programs hosted by the university, including but not limited
to conferences, workshops, special programs and special university
visitors. Maintain minimum level of services; insure adequate and
open communication between Cornell University Conference Services and those department participating in providing services.
Requirements: Associate's or equivalent in a hospitality area;
excellent organizational and communication (oral and written) skills.
Ability to work under pressure. Prior experience planning for varied
public. Experience with IBM PC XT and word processing software
essential. General knowledge of Cornell. Public speaking experience. Please note-due to heavy summer conference schedule
summer vacation is not permitted. Medium typing.
Employee Relations Assistant, GR21 (C8318)
Office of Human Resources-Endowed
Minimum Biweekly Salary: $582.29
Coordinate and perform a wide variety of administrative and clerical
duties. Assist with various program maintenance and administration; advise employees on routine inquiries; draft, organize and/or
prepare correspondence, reports and other documents; perform
general secretarial duties.
Requirements: Associate's or equivalent. Coursework in personnel
administration/labor relations. Minimum 3-5 years administrative/
office experience (in employee relations or personnel preferable).
Knowledge and use of word processor/computer. Excellent organizational, interpersonal and communication skills Able to work in a
stressful and extremely demanding environment. Medium typing.

Office Professionals Part-Time
Office Assistant, GR16 (C8207)
Athletics-Endowed
Minimum full-time equivalent: $477.46
Under direct supervision, provide secretariat and clerical assistance
in the operation of the Football Office. Serve as receptionist to
visitors; handle inquiries (in person and telephone). Process all mail
requests for information, input data; type; file. Other duties as
assigned.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Minimum of 1
year related experience. Excellent typing and telephone skills.
Knowledge of Macintosh computer and word processing software
important. Experience with university mainframe helpful. Medium
typing. Send cover letter and resume to Esther Smith, Staffing
Services, East Hill Plaza, Ithaca, NY 14850.
Office Assistant, GR17 (C7711)
Agricultural and Biological Engineering-Statutory
Minimum full-time equivalent: $495.36
Assist Cornell Local Roads Program (CLRP) staff by registering
workshop applicants, distribute publications, respond to telephone
inquiries, type letters and reports. May involve travel to workshops
in NYS 3-6 times per year. Monday-Friday, 20-24 hours per week.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent is required.
Some college desirable. A valid NYS driver's license. Minimum 1
year office or related experience. Proficiency in WordPerfect required. Send cover letter and resume to Esther Smith, Staffing
Services, East Hill Plaza, Ithaca, NY 14850.
Accounts Assistant, GR18 (C8413)
Academic Programs-Statutory
Minimum full-time equivalent: $513.94
Assist in the operation and maintenance of the fiscal, inventory, and
student employee areas of the department. Process fiscal forms,

The Honorable
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510
If your experience happened at Cornell, share
it with me, too. Call me at 255-3976 or write to
Joan Fisher, Office of Equal Opportunity, 234
Day Hall. Cornell University is committed to
ensuring that all qualified disabled persons
have the opportunity to participate in its
educational and employment programs and
services on an equal basis. The university's
aim is to provide the opportunity in an integrated setting that encourages the sharing of
experiences among all students and faculty
and staff members.
student appointments and payrolls, travel forms, and new equipment
forms; perform physical inventory; order supplies; maintain records.
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-12 noon.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Some college
coursework desired. At least 1 year experience in a fiscally-oriented
setting. Typing accuracy essential. Computer experience helpful.
Medium typing. Send cover letter and resume to Esther Smith,
Staffing Services, East Hill Plaza, Ithaca, NY 14850.
Senior Department Assistant, GR18 (C8403)
Acquisitions, CTS-Endowed
Minimum full-time equivalent: $513.94
Perform secretarial and clerical duties. Search/input monograph
orders and books for library system using NOTIS system. 20 hours
per week.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Minimum 3
years of progressively responsible technical service experience.
Knowledge of 1 or more Western European languages desirable.
Strong organizational, interpersonal and communication skills. Office
experience desirable. Light typing.
Senior Records Assistant, GR18 (C8314)
Acquisitions-Law Library-Endowed
Minimum full-time equivalent: $513.94
Under the direction of the Acquisitions Librarian, process gift materials and perform regular receipt of incoming materials for the library
collection. 20 hours per week.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Minimum 1-2
years library experience. Familiarity with library card catalogs and
bibliographic searching. Strong organizational, interpersonal and
communication skills. Light typing.
Senior Night Supervisor, GR20 (C8214)
Public Services-Physical Science Library-CUL-Endowed
Minimum full-time equivalent: $558.78
Oversee the operation of the Circulation and Reserve desk during
evening hours. Responsible for library security; supervision of
student staff; provision of information services; other clerical and
collection management duties as assigned. 20 hours per week.
Evenings and weekends TBA.
Requirements: Associate's or equivalent. At least 2 years work
experience. Supervisory and public service experience preferred.
Strong communication, interpersonal and organizational skills. Light
typing.

Office Professionals Temporary
hi addition to posted positions, temporary opportunities occur in
many occupational areas, including secretarial, word processing,
accounting, and office administration. All individuals are encouraged
to apply; experienced applicants with a typing speed of 45-60 wpm,
knowledge of IBM-PC Word Perfect software and Macintosh word
processing are In particular demand. Call Karen Raponi at (607) 2552192 or 255-7422 for more information.
Research Support Specialist (S8401)
Human Development and Family Studies/Family Life Development Center-Statutory
Provide program evaluation support to training programs. Develop
and revise evaluation instruments for the Child Protective Services
Training Institute, other grants and contracts; review and interpret the
results of evaluation; write/edit evaluation quarterly reports; assist
project staff in preparing grant proposalsRequirements: Bachelor's in social sciences, with emphasis on
program evaluation. 2-3 years experience in program planning and
evaluation design. Expertise in statistical and software packages.
Macintosh or IBM. Send cover letter and resume to Karen Raponi,
Staffing Services, East Hill Plaza, Ithaca, NY 14850.
Nurse's Aide (S8302)
University Health Services-Endowed
Assist clinicians and nurses. Prepare patients for medical exams.
Clean and stock examining rooms; prepare solutions and provide
routine bed care in the overnight unit. Casual, 2 evenings-11;30
p.m.-8 a.m.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Nurse Aide
certification preferred. Recent health related services experience.
Strong interpersonal and communication skills. Able to work independently. Please contact Karen Raponi at 255-2192, Staffing Services, East Hill Plaza.
Part-time Secretary, GR17 (S8201)
Education-Statutory
Provide secretarial support for Apple grant; coordinate staff activities
{i.e., calendars, meetings); type interim and final reports; transcribe
research-based interview tapes; attend advisory committee and staff
meetings; prepare minutes. 20 hours per week. Until 8/30/90.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Business or
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Booklet Available for Working Parents
Balancing work with
family responsibilities is a concern of
many in the Cornell
community. To give
working
parents
clear, concise and
accurate information
on benefits, leave policies, child care and

secretarial school preferred. 1 -2 years secretarial experience. Solid
word processing, typing, transcription skills required. Good organizational skills, and interpersonal skills required. Medium typing.
Contact Karen Raponi at 255-2192.
Office Assistant (S8103)
Facilities and Business Operations Administration
Process all work orders for maintenance, repairs, and construction
projects. Facilitate the purchasing and delivery of building materials
for maintenance, repairs, and/or construction projects. MondayFriday. 7:30 a.m.-4 p.m. for 6 months.
Requirements: High School diploma. Associate's preferred. Experience with the mainframe; Macintosh experience preferred. Knowledge of Excel software a plus. Send cover letter and resume to Karen
Raponi. Staffing Services. East Hill Plaza, Ithaca, NY 14850.
Part-time Research Aide (S8006)
Laboratory of Ornithology
Research bird-related questions in Library tor fact-checking and
respond to technical bird-related inquiries. 20 hours per weekflexible until 12/24.
Requirements: Bachelor's or equivalent, biology or sciences background preferred, some course work in ornithology preferred. Some
research experience and familiarity with ornithological literature.
Send cover letter and resume to Karen Raponi, Staffing Services,
East Hill Plaza, Ithaca, NY 14850.

General Service
Submit a signed employment application and resume. Requests for
referral and/or cover letters are not accepted from external candidates unless specified in the ad. Qualified applicants will be invited
for a preliminary interview at our East Hill Plaza office.
Food Service Worker, SO01 (G8401, G8403)
Dining-Endowed
Hiring Rate: $5.75
Set-up, display and serve food and/or beverage. Check Co-op dining
cards for validity and make sale transactions by cash or credit card.
Shift subject to change.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Knowledge of
food preparation and presentation preferred. Good customer relation skills. Basic reading and computation skills required.
Custodian, SO03 (G8402)
Residence Life-Endowed
Hiring Rate: $6.28
Responsible for routine cleaning of assigned campus buildings;
oversee work of other custodians assigned to area. Coordinate and
assign all project work. Keep inventory records and issue supplies.
Monday-Friday, 39 hours/week.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Minimum 1 year
experience in custodial maintenance, supervisory experience helpful. Excellent organizational, interpersonal and record keeping
skills. Able to operate a variety of heavy power equipment, lift 50
pounds and climb 8 foot ladder.
Material Handler, SO04 (G8309)
Dining-Endowed
Hiring Rate: $6.58
Receive, inspect, store and issue food products, equipment and
supplies. Clean & maintain assigned areas. Shift subject to change.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Basic reading
and computation skills required. Knowledge of storeroom/inventory
techniques and purchasing/receiving food. Able to lift 75 pounds on
continuous basis. NYS driver's license required.
Assistant Cook, SO06 (G4311)
Dining-Endowed
Hiring Rate: $7.20
Under general supervision, prepare and present a full variety of
foods, as assigned, through own efforts and through supervision of
staff. Shift subject to change.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. 1 -2 years
experience in food preparation; knowledge of food cooking processes (grilling, frying, roasting, steaming) in an institutional environment preferred. Skilled in presenting and garnishing food. Working
knowledge of use and maintenance of charbroilers, steam jacket
kettles, pressure steamers, ovens, slicers, mixers, choppers and
various hand tools.

General Service Temporary
In addition to pasted positions, temporary opportunities frequently
occur in custodial, food service, dish machine operation, material
handling and other service areas. AH individuals are encouraged to
apply. Call Karen Raponi at (607) 255-2192 or 255-7422 for more
information.

support services, the Advisory Committee on the Status of Women prepared a
booklet entitled Working Parents: Information for Parents Working or Studying at Cor-

nell. Copies of the booklet are available
for individuals, offices or departments.
To request copies of the booklet, call or
write the Office of Equal Opportunity,
234 Day Hall, 5-3976.

Please submit materials for th
following positions to 160 Da
Hall.
Groundsworker, SO04 (B8401)
Grounds-Endowed
Hiring Rate: $6.58
Perform general landscape maintenance and landscape constf
tion tasks. May be assigned other groundsworkers, both regular*
seasonal, temporary and student to aid in carrying out assig**
duties. Monday-Thursday, 7-3:30; Friday, 7-2:30, plus freqi*
nights and weekends in winter.
Requirements: High School diploma or GED equivalent; course*
agronomy, horticulture or related fields desirable. Pesticide AppW
tors license desirable. Experience in commercial landscape mai11'
nance, landscape construction and related equipment. Minor at*
ment repair experience desirable. Valid driver's license. S*1
application materials to Staffing Services, 160 Day Hall.
Temporary Field Assistant (B8402)
Vegetable Crops-Statutory
Hiring Rate: $5.00-6.00
General field maintenance; plot clean-up. Drive tractor: mi?
routine maintenance.
Requirements: High School diploma or equivalent. Some relaf
agricultural experience including driving a farm tractor. Send apt
cation materials to Staffing Services, 160 Day Hall as sooflf
possible.

Academic
Assistant Professor
Organizational Behavior/Extension and Public Servic
NYSSILR
Teach 2 courses per year in OB, and credit and noncredit couri
related to alcohol, drug, and mental health problems in the workpla
Work with ILR Program on Alcoholism and Occupational Health'
the Rutgers/Cornell Institute to inform the public about alcohol i
drugs in the workplace and generate research proposals for lede
state, and private funding.
Requirements: PhD in OB or Sociology with concentration!
areas of organizational theory, behavior, occupational sociolc
and social control and deviance. Strong research backgrouni
substance abuse and employee assistance programs. Experie
in development, implementation, and evaluation of Employee As
tance Programs. Salary competitive and negotiable depending
qualifications. Submit statement of interest, vita, reprints of P
lished or soon to be published work, and three letters of recomrfl1
dation to Samuel Bacharach, ILR/Cornell, 367 Ives Hall, Ithaca.
14851-0952.
Assistant Professor or above
Organizational Behavior, NYSSILR
Demonstrated research interests and some teaching experience
area of work and work relations in modern industrial society, ar»
particular, on the effects of work roles and tasks on organiza^
members. 4 courses per academic year.
Requirements: PhD in OB, Industrial-Organizational Psychol*
or Social Psychology required. Salary competitive and negoti^
depending on qualifications. Send vita, reprints or published w*
and at least three letters of reference to Tove Hammer, Organ!'
tional Behavior. ILR/Cornell. Ithaca, NY 14851-0952.
Labor Studies Professor
NYSSILR
Provide administrative direction and coordination to the ILR Schoi
statewide program of credit and noncredit courses for trade un*
ists. Entails teaching, research and development of instruct^
material. Based in Ithaca, the individual will be a liaison to resi*
faculty and report to the associate dean/director of Extension.
Requirements: Applicants should have an earned doctorate,*
though those without the degree but with exceptional professioj
experience in labor education may be considered; a record of te3^
ing and publication in at least one area related to the field of 13^
relations; and demonstrated aptitude for working effectively *"J
adult students and representatives of organized labor. Rank is oP^
Salary based on experience and qualifications.
Position available July 1, 1990, although an earlier appointmef1'
possible. Statement of interest, resume and three letters of re
mendation by October 31, 1989 to Professor Clete Daniel,
Cornell, 286 Ives. Ithaca. NY 14851-0952.
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Hillside Garden Dedicated
A fine addition to the headquarters area was
officially dedicated this past July 26th. Louise and
Whitey Mullestein '32 proudly handed over the
Hillside Garden on the slope east of the Robison
York State Herb Garden to the care and keeping of
the Plantations.
The Hillside Garden, shown below, provides a
soothing complement for the gardens below—a
contrast to their many colors, textures, and forms.
Large drifts of shrubs and perennials sweep across
the hillside in soft shades of foliage. When in bloom
their small and subtly colored blossoms will create

the overall effect of a watercolor wash. Groups of
the same perennials are repeated in the other
plantings surrounding the central gardens drawing
the gardens together as a frame.
A massive stone wall supports the bank, echoing
the walls within the herb garden. Beginning and
ending with stone stairways, a path of wood chips
leads the visitor across the bank to view the garden
and the area below. At the base of the wall, a
stepping-stone path returns along the split rail fence.
The flag stones are interplanted with perennial
geraniums, wooly thyme, and pinks.

Whitey and Louise Mullestein dedicated the
Hillside Garden both to "[the determination]
that every succeeding generation shall be
aware of the privilege to maintain and to
utilize Cornell," quoting Liberty Hyde Bailey,
and "to all the Plantations Staff that made
possible the Hillside Garden." They are shown
above with Dean David Call of the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences who accepted
for the University.
The Hillside Garden graces the bank between
fudd Falls Road and the Robison York State
Herb Garden.

Nearing Summer House
Last spring a building on the west
side of Comstock Knoll, officially
known to the University as the
Aviary building # 1091, quietly
disappeared. Today the Nearing
Summer House rests in its place.
In winter, the Nearing Summer
House will offer a view of Beebe Lake
through the hemlock trees. During
the growing season it will be used as
a resting spot for visitors. It may also
provide a rain site for some of
Plantations education programs.
The Nearing Summer House was
built to honor the late Guy Nearing,
renowned for his expertise in propagating and breeding rhododendrons.
Nearing's family, lead by his neice

Mrs. John Elfin '43, donated the funds
for the structure. Mrs. Elfin felt that
the building's site adjacent to the
Bowers Rhododendron Collection, as
shown below, afforded an appropriate tribute to her uncle's life work.
Guy Nearing dedicated most of
his life to breeding and propagating
rhododendrons. He is most well
known for the Nearing frame, a
propagation frame that he designed
specifically for rooting rhododendron
cuttings. His design significantly
improved the sucess rate for
commercial and hobby growers.
Several Nearing hybrid rhododendron varieties are represented in the
collections at Plantations.

What is the food that is eaten most by people around the world?
What grain crop is considered the most easily digestible of all?
When is a yam not really a yam?
What do cassava, yucca, manioc, and tapioca have in common?
What staple crop did Henry Ford promote?
Join us at Foods that Feed the World, a family fun day held in the
International Crop and Weed Garden, to find out the answers to the
above questions. See the plants growing outside and learn much
more about our staple food plants of the world. This event is geared
to children of all ages, but anyone under twelve should bring a
parent along. Hands-on activities include tasting exotic food,
making a food map, and listening to stories about food. Find out
what people eat around the world.
Raylene Gardner
Education Program Coordinator

FOODS THAT FEED THE WORLD
Family Fun and Education Day
Saturday, Sept. 9
1-4 PM
$2 donation - $6 per family
Cornell Plantations

A Good Perspective
after Twenty-five Years
On April 16th, 1963, Elmer Lehman came to work
at Cornell Plantations. He did such a good job that
summer that he was asked to stay. Lehman has
been working on the service crew ever since. Over
twenty-five years later, Elmer looks back fondly on
the early days.
Lehman, who has always enjoyed hard work,
remembers the construction of the Mundy Wildflower Garden as an effort almost beyond the call of
duty. Plantations staff is always scurrying to get
ready before Reunion, but the spring of 1972 was
really exceptional. The crew worked sixteen hour
shifts digging in the mud. They were building the
pond and stream area in the wildflower garden that
we now take for granted as being natural. Lehman
even worked one twenty-four-hour shift to get the
job done on time.
The problem was not bad planning, just bad
luck. 1972 was the year of the floods. The crew
would build mud dams to hold back the water
where they were working. Pumps ran all day to
keep the water down. "In the morning we would

trap the big snapping turtles that had busted down
the dams and truck them over to Beebe Lake," said
Elmer. Then the crew would start rebuilding the
dams—slow work in the rain.
After the wildflower garden was built, maintaining the proper level of water was a problem. Lehman
remembers taking turns with another man wading
out into Fall Creek to work on the intake pipe for the
garden's stream. "Nobody would do that kind of
thing today," Lehman chuckled. The temperature
was below zero that day.
When Elmer began work on the crew, the director's office was in Plant Science and there were still
children in the Forest Home School. The crew worked
out of the Field House, now gardeners' offices. Next
they moved into the old Fleet Garage building on a
temporary basis and stayed seventeen years. Today,
Lehman has a desk in the break room of the new
Plantations Service Building off of Caldwell Road and
maintains a temporary shop in the old Fleet Garage.
Lehman is happiest and his skills are best used
when he can concentrate on a job requiring meticulous care. He manufactures all the metalphoto labels
that visitors see in Plantations specialty gardens. He
also builds all the redwood signs that identify different gardens and that are now being used for the
natural areas.
Elmer is responsible for the pesticide applications throughout Plantations. This job also requires
detailed record keeping. Lehman and the rest of the
crew regularly attend seminars to maintain their certifications as licensed pesticide applicators.
Over the years Elmer has taken on administrative
responsibilities as well. Each garden and construction
project at Plantations is accounted for separately. He
keeps the daily log of the crew's progress. He then
translates the day's work into a set of billable units so
that the business manager can track the maintenance
and construction cost of each project. "My diary is
the only detailed record of what gets done," Lehman
explained.

At the end of each day Elmer Lehman logs the day's activities.

News Briefs
Your Input Sought—
Plantations is currently reviewing its membership
program. Members generously contribute a significant portion of Plantations annual budget. Your
creative ideas on building and strengthening this
important program are welcome. Please forward
your thoughts to acting director Carl F. Gortzig.
Leap Curriculum Published—
A limited number of copies of the Leap Life Science
Curriculum for kindergarten through sixth grade
developed at Cornell Plantations are now available
to interested educators. The cost is $70 per seven
volume set. This new science curriculum focuses on
the principle that teaching is helping children to
develop and/or change their ideas. Contact Tracy
Farrell or Meg Richardson at Cornell Plantations.
Symposium On-the-Rock—
A day-long symposium, co-sponsored with the
American Rock Garden Society and Federated
Garden Clubs of New York State, on the basics of

Fall Harvest Time
The harvest is in at the Garden Gift
Shop. Shoppers will find wreaths,
bouquets, and other ornamental
arrangements of dried flowers and
herbs throughout the shop. A wide
selection of books and other gardening gifts make selecting a gift easy.
This fall a new line of note cards has
been introduced by McCracken
Photogtraphers featuring scenes at
Plantations. Drop by to browse, to
get course information, or to find out
more about the gardens.
The Garden Gift Shop
Lewis Headquarters Building
One Plantations Road
Ithaca, NY 14850 255-3020

rock gardening will meet on Saturday, October
21st. Dr. Beatrice Willard will present a slide lecture
followed by hands-on workshops in construction,
pruning techniques for dwarf plants, and trough •
gardening. Activities run from 9 to 5 with an
optional box lunch. Pre-registration with Plantations is required.
Fall Courses Start Next Week!—
September 11—Writing for Fun and Funds,
instructor: M. D. Morris, Mondays: 6 to 9 pm,
four sessions.
September 12—Natural Awareness, instructor:
Dr. Liz Griffin, Tuesdays: 7 to 10 pm, three
sessions.
September 13—Flower Arranging, instructor:
Diane Miske, Wednesday: 7 to 9:30 pm.
September 14—Our Wildflower Heritage,
instructor: Dr. Knowlton C. Foote, Thursdays:
7 to 9 pm, seven sessions with a field trip on
Saturday, October 7,1 to 4 pm.
September 16—Foraging for Wild Mushrooms,
instructor: Dr. Scott Camazine, Saturdays: 9 am
to 1 pm, second session September 23.

New Instructors for Education Program

These two Appalachian wooden toys will dance into the hearts
of whoever makes them in toymaker Erica Jenkins' class.
See below for course information.

The Plantations Education Program has added
eight new instructors to its line-up of seasoned
pro's. We have included here a brief word about
each of their courses. A complete listing of the fall
and winter classes is included in the Plantations
Notes #45. To receive a free copy and have your
name added to the Education mailing list, call the
Garden Gift Shop at 255-3020, or drop a line in
campus mail to Cornell Plantations, One Plantations Road.
•M. D. Morris will teach a course in writing
geared toward producing articles for garden and
nature publications. Mr. Morris is an editor for John
Wiley & Sons, Inc. and has taught and lectured on
communication at several universities as well as to
government and industrial audiences.*
•Dr. Liz Griffin, Associate Professor of Recrea-

forest management principles.
•Artist Olga Pastuchiv will introduce students to
the process of traditional woodcuts. Ms. Pastuchiv is
a published botanical illustrator who became enchanted with the technique of woodcut printing and
will share her knowledge with the class.
•Jayne Uerling and Gerry Sciarra will pool their
years of pruning experience to present a workshop on
pruning principles from basic plant physiology to
practical techniques. Sciarra has nearly twenty years
of experience at Plantations. Uerling has recently
completed a degree in horticulture, returning to
school after ten years in the industry.
•Marcia Eames-Sheavly from the department of
pomology will offer a beginner's course in freehand
drawing. Everyone will be drawing in no time.
* Courses beginning the week of 9/11.

tion and Leisure Studies at Ithaca College, will offer
a workshop of natural awareness activities on three
September evenings beginning on the 12th. *
•Dr. Knowlton C. Foote, professor of plant
physiology at SUNY-ESF, will conduct a thorough
look at common wildflowers of the northeast. This
course is intended to deepen the appreciation of the
novice for our wildflower heritage.*
•Toymaker Erica Jenkins will conduct two
workshops on Appalachian toys in November. She
will guide apprentices through a Saturday of
toymaking in preparation for the holidays. There
will be one workshop for adults and another for
children over 10.
•Michael DeMunn, forestry consultant, will
introduce students to the science of forest ecology
on four Saturday mornings. He will also cover basic

PLEASE DO NOT HARVEST
VEGETABLES

Below: Clean-up in the cabbage row and a
look at the day '$ harvest—egg-shaped
eggplants and long green peppers.

Vegetable Garden Teaches
More Than One Lesson
Why grow vegetables if you're not going to eat
them? That's a fair question and one that is often
asked about the Pounder Heritage Garden at
Plantations. There are lots of good answers, all
based on Plantations teaching mission.
The Pounder Heritage Garden provides a
continuing display of old and new varieties of
vegetables accompanied by herbs, cut flowers, and
small fruits throughout the growing season. In the
beautifully manicured rows of this garden the
lettuce is allowed to bolt, the cabbage cracks, and
the potatoes collapse from blight. Crops are allowed to reach this disgraceful state for any number of reasons.
Associate professor Tom Zitter, an expert on
vegetable diseases for the plant pathology department, is shown at left discussing the possible
reasons for the collapse of one antique variety of
potato. A disease resistant modern variety can be
seen flourishing next to it in the same row. Across
the path a resistant antique holds its own in the
summer sun.
Beans that would normally be harvested are left
to dry on the vine in order to save seed for next
season. This is one good way to insure a reliable
source, especially for antique varieties. It is also a

great way to guarantee the perpetuation of virus
diseases according to Professor Zitter. He can count
on a display of a wide variety of diseases that the
home-owner would normally encounter to be ready
for the students and extension agents he brings to
the garden.
Even when the oak-leaved lettuce has bolted
and is flowering, its unique leaf shape is clearly
visible. The same is true for the distinct textures
and coloration of the cracking cabbages. The rat tail
radish is supposed to go to seed. It is grown for its
pods, not its roots.
The garden's vegetables and fruits are eventually harvested. Some are picked at their peak and
evaluated by the staff. Taste testing is only part of
this process. They are judged for their color,
texture, and yield. Records are kept of the number
of days to harvest for each variety.
Many plants are left for display and teaching
purposes. Students.from a pilot class of the LEAP
Life Sciences Curriculum at Plantations have
harvested a row of rutabaga on a field trip. And a
cornucopia of vegetables has been taken to the
Genessee Country Museum for a special event. The
plants in the Pounder Heritage Garden may go to
seed, but not to waste.

A Victorian Secret: Daisy Farrand Solarium
In the Fall the gardens of the Victorian mansion, A. D. White House,
fade and are put to sleep. Visitors to
this historic site continue to be
treated to a bit of color and greenery
inside in the Daisy Farrand Solarium.
At one time this room displayed
ferns and orchids for the pleasure of
Mrs. Farrand, wife of President
Livingston Farrand, and her scholarly
guests. Today, this lovely windowed
room still looks out on the gardens
and once again houses a display of
orchids and companion plants
maintained by Cornell Plantations.
Orchids can be grown as house
plants, flowering for months at a time
in a variety of home settings. It is true
that some are difficult to grow, but
the plants selected for this display are
reliable species and selected cultivars
(cultivated varieties). Many have
been bred especially for the windowsill orchid enthusiast.
Different types of Phalaenopsis,
the moth orchid, can be found year
round in special planters along the
windows. Even though this plant is
native to tropical Southeast Asia, its
temperature requirements are similar
to the average home with central
heating—low seventies in the day,
mid-sixties at night. This orchid
prefers bright indirect light and

orchids cling to a cedar rack instead
of the trees where they would be
found in the wild.
These plants are maintained
every other day by gardeners from
Plantations. Only blooming plants are
featured, when they are done they
return to the greenhouse and are
replaced. This rotation makes the
Solarium worth periodic visits
throughout the year.
Plantations coordinated the
renovation of the Solarium. Following up on an effort begun by the
Ithaca Garden Club, a gift from the
Class of '52 supported the renovaexcellent drainage. The slender
flower stalks grow longer with each
blossom and one stalk may bloom for
months. The popular blossoms are
large and white, nodding on the long
stem as seen in the photo at right.
Phalaenopsis species also come in
pink, lavender, and yellow to orange,
spotted with red on a branching stem.
Cattleyas, known for their use in
corsages, and Paphiopedilums, lady
slipper orchids, add fragrance and
interest to the display. Their flowers
arch above the foliage of ferns and
begonias seeking some exotic insect
pollinator. On the wall epiphytic

tions and supplied some endowment
for plants and maintenance. The
project was dedicated in 1987 at the
25th Reunion of the Class of '52.
Additional plants were donated from
the nurseries of William H. Starke '32
and by the Merkel brothers, Jean L.
'34 and Norman B. '36.
The Cornell community is
welcome to visit the Solarium from 8
am to 5 pm (4 pm on Fridays). It is
best to check at the reception desk
when you arrive to see if the Solarium is being used at that time by the
Society for the Humanities which is
housed in the A. D. White House.

A long term undertaking.... Indeed!
CORNELL PLANTATIONS • ONE PLANTATIONS ROAD • ITHACA, NEW YORK 14850 • (607) 255-3020

Nelson Wells had a vision of a Cornell University Arboretum fifty years ago. Today, much of his dream has
materialized in Cornell Plantations. His expectations were grand and at the same time very humanistic.
Although the botanical collections are located nearer to campus than he had imagined, the first stage of his
plan has now been installed.
The statement excerpted below accompanied his original designs, some of which are shown here, when
they were completed in 1938. His view of Plantations role as it relates to the University as a whole is
interesting and inspiring. He addresses the many opportunities that Plantations has for making a valuable
contribution to the University and to the public in the future.
A GENERA L PLAN
roa

THE CORNELL UNIVERSITY

ARBORETUM

TO ACCOMPANY &EPOBT or MtLiOM MILLER W t L L i
fCBRUABY
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The Cornell University Arboretum. A statement to the
Trustees prepared by Nelson M. Welb, Landscape Architect, June 23,1938

A new development has been begun that will be
of great interest to all those who are concerned with
horticulture, conservation and the natural sciences.
Even the least of garden enthusiasts may revel in the
anticipation of new trees, new shrubs, new flowers
and better still an increased knowledge about the
kinds of plants which we have in our gardens
today....
Nowhere else does there exist an opportunity of
combining delightful pastoral scenery such as we
find in central New York State with the natural
wonders of the gorge formations about Ithaca. Here
lies the geographic center of the plant nurseries and
private garden developments of the northeastern
United States. These natural features form only the
background for the facilities and personnel of what
is generally considered to be the most progressive
and highly developed College of Agriculture that
exists in the world today.
The combination of the circumstances promises
an untold wealth of achievements and satisfaction; a
mighty force of scientific knowledge and equipment;
unlimited facilities for experimentation, research
and demonstration; and a setting which is ideal from
every point of view....
The scope of interests in the Cornell University
Arboretum will include the usual functions of a
botanic garden. These are plant research, plant
introductions, plant propagation, nomenclature,
hybridization and the testing of plants for their hardiness and tolerance. In addition to becoming a
Botanic Garden with emphasis on its arboreous
displays, it proposes to furnish sanctuaries, outdoor
laboratories and living museums for the use of all
the natural science departments. Among the range
of science which deal with the products of nature are
the Departments of Botany, Plant Breeding, Plant
Pathology, Floriculture and Ornamental Horticulture, Forestry, Geology, Soils, and that range of
interests including Zoology, Entomology and Wild
Life Conservation. Each will have facilities for
experimentation and demonstrative teaching.
Frequently a botanic garden is established as an
adjunct of a Botany Department or a Forestry

School. But where else is there such an opportunity
of associating all the natural sciences with a botanic
garden, and interests like the New York State
Conservation Department Game Farm, and the Fish
Hatchery, which are already established in these
valleys, and with the center of Ornithological
interests at Cornell University.
It promises to become a coordinating element
in the furtherance of these many sciences and while
their interests are now overlapping, think of the
advantages that will be provided by a common
ground where they will be working together.
Obviously it will be their mutual gain and a lasting
benefit to civilization through the centuries to
come.
This is a long term undertaking. The length of
time for certain trees to reach maturity is several
hundred years and how little we know what the
other science requirements will be in the lapse of
time for the completion of their experiments.
The Arboretum area will comprehend the two
gorges which lie along the sides of the university
Campus and will extend easterly in the creek
valleys as an approach to the hill district four or
five miles distant. It may easily comprise some 4200
acres as an area commensurate with the range of
interests that are to be represented.... Whole hillsides display rich growth of woodlands—clear
stands of Beech, Hemlock and White Pines with
noble specimen trees of Oak and Sugar Maples in
the open fields and pastures and along old hedgerows. Such patterned hillsides exemplify the
humanized landscape qualities of the local countryside and form an admirable background for the
new developments.
Withal this Arboretum has several aims and
objectives which are unique in themselves. It is not
only to be a collection of gardens, outdoor
museums and laboratories of science brought
together for study and demonstrations, but the
whole is to be within a park-like setting where the
exhibits will form a series of harmonious landscape
compositions....
About midway between the Campus and the
village of Varna the Fall Creek Valley broadens out
abruptly on the south side to form a symmetrical
half bowl... In this striking amphitheater of forty
odd acres it is proposed, eventually, to have a

-^
collection of special and somewhat sophisticated
garden developments such as will be required for
the display of gardenesque shrubs. Iris, Peonies,
Roses and similar showy collections. Here also
would be the main botanic garden collections. The
kinds of plants which require water for their
growth and display will be concentrated in another
broad valley unit nearby where a series of ponds
can be constructed and the amounts and quality of
water can be artificially controlled.
Wherever the construction of roads and walls
necessitate heavy grading operations, these constructions and the adjacent ground forms are to be
modelled to represent the characteristic bank and
mound formations in the valleys. Utilitarian
features and buildings will be unobtrusive in
recognition of the conception of preserving and
enhancing the local scenery.
Various recreation facilities will also be provided in the way of picnic groves, bridle trails and
many miles of paths through a distinctly scenic and
park-like environment as an invitation to the
visiting public.
Seasonal effects will be emphasized in the
proposed plantations. Although the background
types will be characteristic of the indigenous flora
of the region, evergreens will reoccur with sufficient frequency so that in the snowy months they
will add their interest to the scenery. Conspicuous
bark colors and showy fruits will also be prominent
in the landscape. Spring, autumn and each other
season will have consideration in the planting
arrangements for their splendid seasonal displays.
The inspiration for this project lies back in the
early conceptions of the University's history. At last
it is well started....
Research is the force which has lifted industry
to its present level and holds it there. And while
modern industry is destroying the natural
resources for human support with astounding
rapidity it should be research, sponsored by
industry, or substantial private endowments, rather
than by a University with its meagre income alone,
which shall recognize this opportunity to increase
our knowledge of trees and of other plants now
offered by Cornell University among the hills and
gorges of New York State.
Nelson M« Wells

